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Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

Fulton, Ry. - South Fulton, Tenn.
AUGUST 23, 1972
Dear Friends and Wonderful People:
There is no task so great, nor words so inadequate to thank all of the people in the twin
cities for what the Board of Directors of the
Tenth Annual International Banana Festival
considers a very successful event, both entertainment-wise and significant in its attempt to
create understanding through friendship with
our neighbors south of the border.

But alas, before the tenth chapter in the
history of the International Banana Festival
is written each person, from the little fellow
who peddled our souvenirs to the highest
ranking official, will receive a personal expression of gratitude for whatever contribution they made to make the recent Banana
Festival a fine and significant success.
With the warm gratitude and appreciation of all of us.
The Board of Directors
Tenth International Banana Festival
(Continued on Page 8)

Kentucky Windage

The new Princess is a real charmer, and
she reminds me a lot of Vicki, who came back
to emcee the Thursday pageant and is just as
vivacious and lovely as ever. I surely hope
that a bunch of us can organize another Central American safari sometime next Spring
and take our new princess along with us as we
did Vicki when we made that memorable trip
to Ecuador. There have been all kinds of invitations extended, and I know that another
trip would provide goers with the time of their
lives. Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, Ecuador. . . they would all like to have us visit
them, and I just know that their hospitality
would be something we would never forget.
Let's plan for a trip well in advance of the
next Festival. We ought to be able to get the
Princess out of school; I understand her
father is vice-Chancellor.
The big "encampment" of Airstream
trailers this year was a surprising and de..
lightful addition to Festival visitors too, and
a lot of credit and thanks is due Mayor Nelson
Tripp and all of the city employees who rigged
Continued on Page 2

Number 34

was elected chairman of
Preliminary consideration was given this villecommissioa.
About the apweek to a $200,000.00 grant to the Hickman-Ful- the
propriations, Hammond slid,
ton County Port Authority for land purchase and "Governor Ford is to be commended for his interest in the
development, the office of Governor Wendell importance
of river ports, river
Ford notified the chairman of the local Port Au- sites and related facilities in
the growth of the Kentucky
thority Monday.

Mayor Nelson Tripp, center of photo, who spent many long hours -serving as an ambassador of
goodwill without portfolio, during Festival week is shown here cutting the ribbon at the official opening of the Tenth Annual InternationelBanara Festival last Thursday. Surrounding
him are the 200 Honduranian students and their escort who ware welcome visitors in Fulton
homes for two weirks during the Festival. They were brought here under the auspices of OPERATION AMIGO.

Jasper Vowel' Wins
Poplar Meadows Title
BY DAVID BARTHOLOMEW
UNION CITY MESSENGER
Struggling against the elements, Fulton's Jasper Vowell
played a patient game of golf Sunday afternoon to win the
12th annual Poplar Meadows Country Club Invitational
Tournament.
The hottest day of the year saw the mercury climb to the
century mark while a late afternoon thunderstorm sent
winds gusting past 25 miles per hour Both took their toll on
the 125 player field. No player could equal par on the final IS.
Vowel) began the round with a three stroke lead on the
basis of a one-under 71 Saturday. He increased this to four
strokes after 27 holes but lost a pair of swings on the wind
blown back nine. His total for the day was 76, his final count
was a three over par 147.
UTM golfer Ray Scott of Savannah was second with a 149.
He tied for the second day best with a one over 73 but a first
day round of 76 cost him a shot at the title. Refinished the 36

(continued on Page 8)

(By P. W.
The Tenth International Banana Festival
is now history and most of the opinions I have
heard about it listed it as one of the "smoothest operating" Festivals of all. And I think it
was. Jo surely worked day and night to make
it that way, and she was helped on all sides by
willing chairmen and workers who did their
jobs and did them well. It was a well-run joint
effort by everybody.
The new auditorium at Fulton High
School was a boon for the big performances,
too, and could have held a thousand more people than it did, each night; this might well be
a factor in booking even bigger attractions for
next year. There just was no comparison with
the old tent and folding chairs that previous
Festivals had to struggle with for their bigcrowd attractions. Peter Nero and his marvelous program Friday night just couldn't have
been staged successfully in a tent setting, competing with carnival noise and all . . . nor
could the Country and Western show been
half as enjoyable Saturday night.
Even the crickets enjoyed the shows. I
have never heard them sing as loudly as they
did on Friday night.
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Port Authority Gets
Tentative State Grant

International Banana Festival

There is no substantive way to determine
at this time the financial aspects of the program,but we believe we can report with some
accuracy that the former indebtednesses will
be paid, and some operating capital will be on
hand to begin next year's Festival, which we
hope will get on its way, like maybe next
week.
While many individual compliments are
being received by various individuals for
heading up the 54 programs we staged, it
would be an effort of heroic proportions to
publicly thank even one person, for the Banana Festival is the greatest team effort in all
the world.
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A new, lower schedule of
electric rates takes effect with
meters read on and after August 28, Gerald Brooks, Superintendent of Weakley County
Municipal Electric System, announced today.
The rate reduction will save
all Weakley County MES customers approximately $90,000
a year on their electric bills.
Residential customers will save
061,600 a year; commercial
customers, $13,600 a year, and
Industrial customers, $15,200
annually.
Under the new rate schedule,
500 kilowatthours of electricity
will cost $8.48; 1,000 kwh will
. Cost 012.88 and 1,500 kwh will
'coat 013.28. Under the old rate
schedule, 500 kwh cost $8.66;
1,000 kwh cost $13.31; and 1,500
kerb cost $11.76.
The first electric bills reflecting the new, lower rates
will be mailed to customers
around the 15th of September,
according to Brooks.
"We are pleased to make a
reduction in rates to our customers at this time,' Brooks
said. •ft is in line with our
policy of providing electricity
at the lowest price consistent
with sound business practices."

Final aetion on the grant is
expected sometime in October,
Mrs. Paul Westpheling newly
elected chairman of the Hickman-Fulton County Port Authority said today.
A meeting of the local group
was held Tuesday night to hear
a report from Elbert Burcham,
a member of the Kentucky Port
and River Authority and elected
at last week's meeting as vice-

economy. His concern and aschairman of the state wide sistance Is necessary toward
group.
effective development and use
A $2 million appropriation for of our rivers."
the specific. purpose of port
The commission also adevelopmeats was recommen- warded g- tilts to the Louisvilleded by Governor Ford and en- Jefferson
County Riverport
acted by the 1972 General As- Port Authority and the
Owenssembly. The governor's action boro River Port
Authority. The
was the first appropriation to Louisville-Jefferson
County
the commission since its cre- River Port Authority received
ation in 1966.
$500,000 for land acquisition
Joseph 3. Hammond of LDLliS- and etiet leering fees aistessary
for further development. The
Owensboro River Port Authority was given $400,000 for land
purchases, improvement and
development.

Dee Huddlesion Repeats
Stand Against Taxes
Walter Dee ifuddleston, the
Democratic nominee for the
United States Senate, ham in.red
away at several central themes
during a week of campaigning
that carried him into more than
20 counties.
Huddleston told enthusiastic
audiences at Pikeville and
Boonesborough State Park that
the people of Kentucky have a
right to know what "obligations,
commitments or ties their public officials may have.' He
pointed out that he had made a
full disclosure :if his finances
when he filed for the Senate
and criticized his opponent, former Governor Louie Nunn, for
refusing to do so.
Huddleston a1s3 charged that
Nunn broke his promise to the
people of Kentucky when he
pushed the five per cent sales
tax through the legislature."He
went from one end of Kentucky
to the other promising there
would be no new taxes. But
after he was elected, it was
only a few months before he
rammed through the highest
sales tax in America.' Huddleston said.
"I believe the people of Kentucky remember those promises and I believe they re-

member they were broken. And
I believe they are going to say
to Mr. Nunn in November.'Fool
me once, shame on yau. Fool
me twice, shame on me,' •
Huddleston continued.
The 46-year-old broadcasting
executive also pledged—in a
he
interview—that
Murray
would support a "sweeping tax
reform program. designed to
halt the practice of letting the
rich live off the poor. "The
middle-Income American is
supporting this country while
the rich and powerful 'fat cats'
are escaping taxation through
countless loopholes. Some are
paying no tax at all,' Huddleston said.
"I pledge to speak, work and
vote for measures that will
overhaul our tax system and
take the burden off the shoulders of our working rittiens,"
he said. "I will do everything
in my power to reward the working man, the farmer and the
small businessman, not to puntell them.' ilUddieStOR COOeluded.
The Democratic candidate's
campaign stops included JefCaldwell,
Madison.
ferson,
Trigg, Calloway, Marshall, McCracken, Fulton and Livingston

T h e Padue.th-McCricken
County River Poet Authority
was also awarded a $400.000
grant for land purchase and development.
Preliminary consideration by
the commission given to the
Lyon County River Port Authority for a maximum grant of
$100,000 for land acquisition and
initial dock construction was
similartly delayed.

Rush Creek Church
To Have Supper
The Rush Creek United Methodist Church is sponsoring an
old fashioned ice cream supper
on Sal arday night, August 26,
starting at 6:00 p.m.
Home made ice cream and
cake along with grill 11.1111 ,.11•.; • i. grilled hot dogs, assorted
sandwiches, lemonade and cold
drinks will be served.
The members of the church
extend a cordial invitation to
everyone to come and enjoy
the evening with friends and
neighbors.

Ballard Countin
Is State Directnr
Steve Wilson of Wickliffe has
been named State Youth Director for Democrat Walter Dee
Huddleston's U. S. Senate camPCPWilson, an administrative assistant to Lt. Governor Julian
Carroll, took a leave of absence to participate in Huddleston's campaign. He was a
member of the state headquarters staff during the FordCarroll campaign last year.

THE CHAMPION-- Jasper Vowell of Fulton takes the championship trophy of the Poplar Meadows Country Club Invitational
Tournament from club pro ED."Kayo" Mullen at the conclusion
of the event Sunday afternoon. Mr. Vowell, one of the area's best
known golfers, stud rounds of 71-76 for a three over par 147 total to
win the event.

Three Members To
Commission Named
Three appointments to the
nine-member Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources'
Commission were made recently by Governor Wendell Ford.
The three new commission
members were appointed to fill
vacancies created by expired
terms in First, Fifth and Sixth
Wildlife Districts, Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell
said.
The new commission members are Dr. Donald L. Boucher,
Paducah, First District; Dr. E.
K. Laster, Union, Fifth District; and Charles E. Palmer,
Jr., Lexington, Sixth District.
The three men were chosen
by the Govehor from lists of
five candidates selected by
sportsmen in each of the three
districts.
The appointees were sworn in
for four-year terms at a quarterly meeting of the comission
Friday, August 18, in the Fish
and Wildlife and Department
offices in Frankfort.

A graduate of Murray State
University, he was president
DemoYoung
of Murray's
crats, vice president of the
Kentucky Young Democrats and
a member of the Ballard County
Democratic Committee.
Wilson, 24, is the son of Mayor
James D. Wilson of Wickliffe.

DENISE ANNE MAYS, a pretty, brown-eyed sophomore who lives in Marlin. Tenn. and who
attends UTM, was crowned the 1972 International Banana Festival princess last Thursday night
Ins pageant competition at Fulton High School auditorium. Princess Denise 'posed with her
court (above, from left): Cathy Su* Duncan, Benton, 3rd runner-up; Kimberly Ann Nottinger, Greenville, Ky., 2nd runrvar-up; Princess Denise Anne Mays; Tyra Kathleen Vaughan, Edmonton, Ky., find runner-up and Diane Oath Sullivan, Ky., 4th runrwr-up.

Fourth Generation -On Both Sides- Leaves For Vandy
By PW
When Mariana Weaks enrolls at Vanderbilt
University this fall, the chances are that she will
establish a new record at the school even before
she opens a book or receives a single grade.
Mariana, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Parks
Weaks of South Fulton, will be the fourth generation on both sides of her family to attend Vandy,
and this very likely is a "first" in the history of
the school.
The last three generations on
her father's side of the family
have all graduated from Vanderbilt, and the last three generations of the family on her
mother's side are Vanderbilt
graduates as well.
.which
adds up to the fact that the
family home on the Union city
highway and State Line has been
a loyal rooter for the Commodores for many years, with good
reason!
The double-family achievement of diplomas began back in
1882 when Mariana's maternal
great-grandfather, the late Rev.

James Thomas Curry of San
Antonio, Texas was graduated
with a degree in Theology and
became a Methodist minister,
serving as Superintendent of the
Texas Conference.
Rev,
Curry's graduation
came Just seven years after
Vanderbilt opened, (it was established in 1873 and opened Its
doors in the fall of 1875).
Seven years later, in 1889, her
paternal great-grandfather, the
late Lexie Smith Parks of Union
City, received his B. S.degree,
and the following year, in 1890,

his law degree. Mr. Parks was,
during his lifetime, a prominent
West Tennessee banker and land
owner.
Marlana's two grandfathers
were almost in the same class.
Leslie Hunter Weeks of Fulton
received his B. S. degree in
1916, and David English Clark
of Atlanta was a member of the
class of 1917.
Her mother, Betty Clark
Weeks, was graduated with a
B. A. in 194'7, and her father,
Lexie Parks Weeks was a member of the class of 1945, graduating in 194'7 after several
years in the Army in World
War 2,
Mariana is a 1970 graduate
of Fulton High School and has
attended Southwestern at Memphis for the past two years.
She is a member of Chi Omega
sorority.
Miss Mariano Weeks, daughter at Mr. and Mrs. Perks Weeks
At Vanderbilt, Mariana plans of South Fulton holds the
venerable, 53-year-old diploma awardto major in English. or Fine
Arts, but admits that she "may ed one of her great-grandfathers at Vanderbilt. Marion. leaves
change her mind several times for Nashville Saturday to enter Vanderbilt and probably estabyet". She leaves for Nashville tisk a record.
Saturday,
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Continued from Page 1

Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album

up a lot of temporary facilities to make them
comfortable out there in the park. They appreciated it. They were quite a gang and I am
sure will be back next year in even greater
numbers, because they took a lot of the Festival in and had a gcod time here.
I talked to one man and his wife, now retired, who are from the Los Angeles (Calif.)
area, and asked him just how he happened to
come to the Festival. He admitted that he
hadn't come all the way from California just
to attend the Festival, but said that he read a
nice writeup about it in the bulletin that the
Airstream organization puts out each month,
and, being up in Illinois at the time, decided
that it sounded like fun so came on down. And
next
he enjoyed it and hoped to come back
ng
somethi
were
there
think
I
added.
year, he
that's
and
park,
the
in
out
like eighty trailers
quite a jump from the 15-odd that were here
last year.
The other night an interested citizen
came up to see re with a remark that has
been made before, but might well be made
again. "Why can't we teach Spanish in our
high school here", he queried, and I couldn't
answer him. He pointed out that Spanish
would not only be a logical switch for a town
that has a Latin Festival where Spanish is
helpful . . . Spanish is a more practical language than French anyhow, these days. While
there is little practical demand for French,
Spanish, on the other hand, is being more and
more utilized throughout Florida, throughout
the West, and in our travels to the South. It
would be a good switch, even without the Festival.
r agree, but I can't answer his question
for the school. Can someone?
Before I close this week I want to pay my
respects to a little gal who has been my chief
right hand this summer in assembling news
for the paper, as well in taking pictures, doing
page makeup and all of the assorted jobs that
befall a weekly "editor." Dona Martin, valedictorian of her class at Mayfield this past
spring, came to us in May to work for the
summer and you have been seeing her bylines on stories all summer. She was editor of
the school paper at Mayfield, came highly recommended, and left us to enter Murray last
week even more highly.,recomanend0. Dona
is going to become -a prigession4i.jpKnOist
after four years of College, she says, but she is
already a good professional journalist as far as
I am concerned, and I think Jo will agree. In
addition to her work here,she helped prepare
and turn out all of the festival publicity, and
this year I think that the festival got more
and better news, radio and TV coverage than
it has in years.
For 25 years I have continually been on
the lookout for some young lady, or young
man, right here at home who would like to get
into this field, and I'm still looking. We have
had several, but the general crop, for some
reason or other, continues to be pretty sparse.
But I'm still looking, and would welcome a
visit from any young person in high school
who likes to write, or who wants to learn to
write. The door's open here, the college doors
are wide open, and the doors to a career in the
business are open everywhere.
Had a nice card last week from band
leader Jack Staulcup from New York. Jack
enclosed a scene of the magnificent Roseland
ballroom in New York City, crowded with
dancers, and commented "this is the way this
place looks almost every night . . . over eight
thousand people dance here every week."
Jack and his orchestra,finished a 4-week engagement at Roseland August 27 and are now
back home."We were not allowed to play any
rock & roll at Roseland," commented Jack,
and I know that pleased him. It would me too,
and I guess that's why he mentioned it.
And judging from the highly appreciative audience that Peter Nero had, I would
guess that a lot of people in this area would
like something other than rock,too, but that's
about all they seem to get fed to them by the
party chairmen and the club secretaries in
this area.
THE FULTON COUNTY
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Karen's Kolumn
by

Karen Rice

MARRIAGE ON THE ROCKS
You know, lately, I've noticed that there
have been an unusually high amount of marriages. Of course, there always are in the summertime. It just seems like June, July and
August are the favorite months to be married
in. However, I'm not just talking about the
number of marriages but the increasing
amount of young marriages. I could name
you at least five couples between the ages of
16-21 that have gotten married in just the
last couple of months. But that number itself
Isn't what is so alarming.

FESTIVAL BRINGS THE FAMOUS . . . remember when the Hon. Averill Harriman, Undersecretary of State for political affairs was sent to the Festival in 1964 as President Johnson's personal representative? Seated in the Photo Sr. Oliver Sense,
then with the State Department, and Ralph Lally, former president of the National Association of Banana Agents.
Marsh. An English manor house
CAYCE, by Mary Ellen Carter. on the moors! An ideal setting
Thousands of Cayce followers for a murder—and for oneclasknow "Miss Gladys' as the sic murder mystery. The ocsecretary who transcribed the casion is a Christmas party
messages he delivered in his hosted by Mr. Hilary Bill-Taspsychic trances. Now Gladys man, landed proprietor of HalTurner recalls the story of her berds Manor and authority on
BY LUCY DANIEL
twenty years with Edgar Cayce, antiques. Attending the fesone
of this century's most un- tivities are a number of unusSome of the new books at the White, called "Checkers' by his usual men.
ual characters, several of whom
Fulton Public Library this week family, is the firstborn child of
are perfectly logical candidates
Robin and Marny White. He was
are:
IN for the murderer.
CHILDREN
an epileptic. This is the story TRAINING
of their unstinting efforts to SELF-DEFENSE AND SELFPENNY, by Hal Borland. Penny
THE GAME OF FOXES, by
help him in his affliction and CONTROL, by Daniel Wiener.
walked into the Borland's life
Ladislas Farago. More exciting
salvage what they could for him Parents, teachers, all who are
one cold, snowy day --a stranger
spy thriller, here at
responsible for training the than any
who came through the front of life.
is the whole story of Gerlast
young face the same problem:
door, head up and tail wagging,
in the United
How are children to be trained man espionage
like an honored guest graciously NIGHT OF THE AXE, by Wiland Great Britain before
to function well as independent States
story
The
Mulvihill.
laim
didn't
She
War II. The
hospitality.
World
accepting
human beings and still be able and during
cringe, or skulk or even hes- centers on a lost and desperate to please themselves in the author, a lifelong student of esto
trying
Americans
an important figure
itate. It almost seemed as party of
broadest and longest lasting pionage and
though she were expecting a reach California during the fall ways, without harming others, in U. S. Naval Intelligence in
to
gamble
a
final
In
1846.
of
a
maybe
big
welcome,
great
World War II, stumbled across
Ne- The answer lies in self-discispeech and a banquet. The Bor- cross the forbidding Sierra
this treasure trove, which had
Dr.
says
l,
and
pline
self-contro
they
winter
strikes,
land's little suspected that one vade before
untouched in a dark
Daniel N. Wiener, in this fas- remained
for
short-legged, flop-eared an- discover, then halt in wonder
cinating book. "If you train your loft of the National Archives
awesome
of
tree
a
giant
before
a
change
such
make
he had
imal would
child in self-discipline, he can over twnety years. Only
in their tranquil lives as she majesty, a tree larger than any organize the resources he pos- the background to understand its
or implunged them into a series of tree they had ever seen
to historic significance.
agined. As the precious d iy- sesses to his maximum—
whirlwind episodes.
to
COULD HAVE BEEN:
light wanes the tree becomes an study, to work, to create,
BE NOT AFRAID, by Robin object of reverence and chal- socialize, to save, to influence, Among the best in Herb Caen's
What's selection in the San Francisco
White. This is the story of how lenge, hate and wonder, division to play , or whatever.
a rare and beautiful family and opportunity, overnight the more, he will grow into a full- Chronicle, are: I could have been
to an entomologist, but it bugs me
has
learned
strove together to alleviate the party is propelled into a night- filled adult who
his ....a soldier, but I was ill at
suffering of one member and to mare of discord, betrayal, and earn his rewards through
own powers.
advance the understanding of a murder.
ease ....a hospital nurse, but it
condition which has so long been
didn't pan out ....a track star,
YEARS WITH EDGAR TIED UP IN TINSEL, by Ngaio but I wasn't dashing enough.
kept in shadow. Christopher MY

FULTON'S

111_1(rantry Conner

uming Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
AUGUST 15, 1952
Dean Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., a brilliant young
man who still considers Fulton County the most
important spot in the world, put aside his important national duties on Wednesday and flew home
to mingle and speak with the people he loves the
best. The son of Judge and Mrs. Elvis J. Stahr of
Hickman boarded a plane Wednesday night back
to Washington leaving with his home folks a
warm message of his love for his community, and
yet gave them the first hand knowledge of his
wide experience in national and international affairs. He was principal speaker at the nineteenth
annual Farm Bureau picnic, but in spite of the
top billing he received for the event, he was personable, genial Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., a young man
who was glad to get home and talk and visit
among the most important people in the world to
him. . . his homefolks.
Miss Bess Morris, owner of the building occupied by Kasnow's Store, plans to have the second floor of the building remodeled at an early
date in order to make it safe. Don Hill, local contractor, will be employed to do the necessary
work.
Paul Nanney, who has been manager of the
Kentucky Motor Company for the past several
years, is now owner. having bought it recently
from the Ira W. Little estate. This business will
continue under its same name.

Patrons of Southern States Fulton,and Farmers Implement and Supply Co. Cooperative in
the Hickman, Kentucky area will hold their annual membership meeting Thursday, August 21,
1952 at 7:45 p. m. at the Woman's Club in Fulton,
Ky. Chairman of the meeting will be Charles
Wright of Fulton.

The one fact that strikes me as being so
alarming about younger marriages is the attitude that each individual is taking. One or
both of the partners now seem to take marriage quite lightly. No longer is marriage
looked upon as something reverent and lasting. Now I'm not saying that all young couples
who are married today do not take seriously
the step they are taking. Many do. But there
are many who look at marriage as just something that comes along because you love somebody and want to be "tied" to them. It's a step
everybody takes because he doesn't always
want to be alone. And although many don't
like to think of it, pre-marital sex also accounts for a large number of "early" marriages. But there is one idea, or rather one misconception, that all young people seem to have
sowed in the back of their minds — divorce.
Quite an alarming number of young marriages start out with the idea that if it doesn't
work out there is always divorce. Agreed, if
two people are not compatible there can be
much more harm done if the two should stay
together. Both partners are miserable, which
often leads only to infidelity. If there are children, the tension and strain of just living
around unhappy parents can cause a child to
become traumatic. The child is confused and
unhappy and in many cases this unhappiness
in his childhood may lead to trouble in his
adult life.
However, the idea that there is ALWAYS
the alternative of divorce may be what causes
many marriages to go "on the rocks." Any
young couple that goes into marriage with
the idea that if everything doesn't work out as
expected it can be ended is headed for serious
trouble. The first really bad situation the
couple encounters may provoke divorce pro-.
ceedings. There may be a reconciliation but if
another bad argument presents itself, divorce
Is again sought. Rather childish and immature behavior, but it happens. And, although
they may think that they are really giving
their marriage a try, I think what they are actually doing is looking for a way out. And so,
divorce.

Now I'm no expert on marriage since I
have never "tied the knot" myself but it seems
to me that marriage is a risky business. There
are always going to be rough spots in the
road. And that road is a long and rocky road.
Miss Martha Sue Holland returned home But if two people love each other and are
from a two month's vacation with her grandpar- mature enough to know what true love is
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Wooten in Detroit.
then the words "in sickness and in health, for
richer or poorer, for better or worse" really
mean something when they are exchanged.
AGO
FORTY-FIVE YEARS
words mean a lifetime of facing the ups
Those
AUGUST 19, 1927
and downs of life together, hand in hand, and
not as two separate entities. They mean a lifeMiss Willie Ruth Turner and Ora Seat were time of falling down and of helping the other
weekend guests of Miss Marie Easley
to get back on his feet again. In my opinion
marriage is a beautiful experience and should
Mrs. Lena Brown and children spent Sunday be a lasting one.
afternoon with her sisters, Mrs. Grace and Lois
Thompson.
If you are thinking about getting married really THINK about it. Make sure your
lestaking
by
ng
improvi
is
Joseph Williams
partner is the one you want to live the rest of
sons on the organ at the Trinity Episcopal your life with and above all, make sure that
Church. from George Huddleston during the va- marriage is really what you want. There's alcation of the latter, here..
ready too much hassle in the world without
you adding to it.
Friday
spent
children
Mrs. H. C. Brown and
with her sister, Mrs. Annie Willie Edwards.
Miss Effie Hampton of Forth Worth, Texas
her sisters, Mrs. S. A. Bard and Miss
visiting
is
Hattie Hampton.
Mr. M. P. Maupin of Tulia, Texas is visiting
his daughter, Mrs. J. W. McClanahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips and family were
the weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Moore near Ruthville, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Easley announced the
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Paschall have been visitengagement of their daughter, Miss Marilyn Sue ing in Calloway.
Easley, to William Edward Byars, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Byars of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Walker and family spent
A fall wedding is being planned
last Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goulder.
Mrs. Gilson Latta and Ann, Mrs. Walter Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Co, spent the weekend
and Mrs. Viron Beard entertained with a receipe with relatives near Mayfield
luncheon Tuesday. honoring Miss Cissy Murphy,
bride-elect of Gene Hatfield, at the home of Mrs.
Miss Lena Myrick spent the week with Miss
Latta in Water Valley.
Bessie Lawson near Fulton.

Letters Of Interest
State of Tennessee
Medical Center Plaza
Department of Employment Se- Hotel Room 326
curity
910 Madison Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Congratulations to you and the
twin cities for a most successful and impressive Banana
Festival.
Thank you for an enjoyable
visit and a cordial welcome by
the many fine people of Fultca
and South Fulton.
As a token of appreciation,
I have offered my host of the
day, Mr. Ralph Puckett, a gift
banana tree and would be so
happy to send you a gift tree,
too, with easy planting instructions.
Sincerely,
Ernest Griggs
Commissioner

Gentlemen:
My husband, Elton Perry Capoll°, vas entered in Baptist
Emergency, Friday, August It,
at 4 a.m. He is in the coronarY
unit now. Later he will be transferred to a sub-coronary unit,
then to a room for two weeks.
So it appears, that my mother,
Mrs. C. L. Drysdale and 1
will be here until September
15 at least.
If any of our Fulton friends
happei to come to Memphis we
would be so happy to see them
at the above address.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Drysdale Capelle
(Thanks, send it on, Amigo.)
(Mrs. E. Perry Capone)
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Coin Show
This Weekend
In Paducah

Miss Newton Inspiration
For Pre-Nuptial Parties
Miss Amanda Newton, whose
marriage to Terry Meadows
Will be solemnized on Sunday,
August 27, has been the inspiration recently for a series of
pre-nuptial courtesies.
The first of these courtesies
was a linen shower held on
Tuesday, August 8 at the home
of Miss Carmen Gardiner,
where high school and college
friends gathered. Hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Gardiner, Miss Jan Clement, and
Miss Janet Taylor.
Miss Newton chose from her
trousseau a lovely blue and
white voile dress with red accessories.
The Gardiner's home was
tastefully decorated with appointments of blue and white,
the bride-elect's chosen colors.
Invited guests were
Mrs.
Harold Newton, Mrs.E.C. Meadows, Janie Meadows, Mrs.
Gayle Kimbel, Cheryl Jones,
Mrs, Donnie Peaks, Deborah
Hodges, Jane Green, Jackie
Hollie, Leigh Jeffery, Lisa
Watts, Doris Bolin, Ginger
Fields, Bonita Bynum, Dianne
Frields, Susan Warren, Suzette

Did you know that there is a
1972 Lincoln penny which currently retails at $95.00? Check
yOur pocket change, you might
have one.
If you would like to see alel,
Penny worth $95.00 COMO to
the 12th Annual Western Kentucky Coin Club Show at the
Jaycee Civic Center, Beitline
and Park Avenue, Paducah,
Kentucky, Saturday and Sunday,
August 26 and 27. Coin collectors and dealers from all over
The United States will be buying
and selling coins, paper money
and stamps.
The Franklin Mint, one of the
world's largest private mints,
will have a display of sterling
silver plates and medals. The
Franklin Mint make plates,
medals and even coins for foreign countries.
Silver dollars will be given
away each hour as door prizes.
There will be a special drawing
for a $20 gold coin valued at
about $100.
Show hours are from 9 a.m.
until 8 p.m. Saturday August
26, and from 10:00 a.m. until
6:00 p.m. Sunday, August 27.

rotter, Marilyn McKendree,
Judy Brown, Jane Taylor, Connie Frields, Susie Moss, Diane
Dedmon, June Vetter, Julie
McKendree, Judy Green Pat
Medlin, Nancy 3tw. Mrs.
Harold Gardiner.
Another event honoring Miss
Newton was a lingerie shower
held on Friday, August 11, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Peaks of Union City.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Peaks, Mrs. Chala
Wilson, Miss Cheryl Jones of
Martin and Mrs, Marianne Taylor of South Fulton.
The honoree chose from her
trousseau a brown -on -beige
print pantsuit.
After several games, the
bride-to-be opened her gifts and
the guests were served individual cakes decorated in the
bride's chosen colors, punch,
nuts and mints. The refreshment table was decorated with
a bridal shower centerpiece,
flanked by candles. Crystal appointments were used.
The hostesses presented
Miss Newton with a penotr set
as the hostess gift.

Miss Newton, Mr. Meadows
Announce Completed Plans
A new, evening course in
"Consumer Economics" will be
offered this fall at Murray State
University, Dr. Howard Giles,
chairman of the Department of
Economics, has announced.
The course, to be offered
each Tuesday from 6 until 9
p.m., Is open to students enrolled at the university, as well
as residents of West Kentucky
and the surrounding area,either
on a credit or an audit basis.
The course, directed by W.
L. Plnkston, an associate professor in the department, also
will include participation from
a number of prominent Murray
businessmen who will give brief
talks and answer questions
about their specialized fields.
Among these are: Z. C. Enix,
Joe Pat Ward, A. W. Sit/1171011S
jiViDcm Hatay, W. A.Ctintile(
halt, Dwain Tayler, Sidtitslet
Don Jones, Don Tucker and
Steve Yarborough.

Senior Campers
To Be Given
Reduced Rate
TVA announced today that
visitors to Land Between the
Lakes who are 62 years of age
or older will receive an immediate 50% reduction in rates
in the family campgrounds as
a result of a new Federal fee
program for outdoor recreation areas. The present base
rate in the family campgrounds
Is $2.00 per night per site. Land
Between the Lakes is TVA's
big outdoor recreation area between Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley in west Kentucky and
Tennessee.
Robert M. Howes, director
of Land Between the Lakes,
explained that those campers
who qualify for the new rate
need only to show proof of age
as they enter any of the three
major family campgrounds.
Proof of age may be shown by
drivers license, a National
Parkland Passport appropriately stamped, or other reliable
campThe
identification.
grounds—Hillman Ferr y,
Rushing Creek, and Piney—are
located along the Kentucky Lake
shoreline and have modern faca supervised
and
ilities
recreational program throughout the summer season.

Four programs involving innovative methods and techniques of teaching and learning
will be available to a limited
number of students at UT Martin during the 1972-73 academic
year, according to Dr. Phillip
Watkins, associate vice chancellor for academic affairs.
An Honors Program, a Testing and Counseling Program,a
Skills Development Program
and the Pacer Project will be instituted this fall quarter. Approximately 300 students will be
accepted for participation this
Year, Applications for admission to the programs are being
reviewed at the present time,
Dr. Watkins said.
Made possible by a Ford Venture Fund Grant of $250,000
awarded in 1971 to be expended
over the three-year period, the
innovative programs are the
results of a year of intensive
study on the part of a committee of UT Martin faculty
members headed by Dr. Watkins.

Mr.and Mrs. Ronnie Richardson

Miss Isbell, Mr. Richardson
Pledge Vows In July Ceremony
Woodland Mills Baptist Church was the setting Sunday, July 23, at four o'clock in the afternoon for the marriage of Miss Peggy Jean Isbell,
.daiight,er'Of
-40 Mts. Lucian Isbell of Hick- roan,: and Geiirenonnte`Rithardson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hubert 'Hamilton of Savannah, Tennnessee.
The Reverend Ronnie Wiley, pastor of the
church, officiated at the double ring
Yellow cathedral candles Ma Wilkes of Savannah.
seventeen-branched arch flankFor her daughter's wedding
ed by seventeen-branched tree Mrs. Isbell was wearing a pink
candelabra and other branched knit dress with tucks accenting
standards twined with smilax the neckline. Mrs. Hamilton,
garlands and tied with yellow mother of the bridegroom,
satin bows created the back- chose a beige silk shantung enground for a sunburst arrange- semble. Both mothers wore
ment of white gladioli. Pews purple orchid corsages.
were marked with yellow satin
Miss Debbie Isbell, a cousin
bows, and the ot(oir rail was of the bride, presided at the
draped with smilax.
register.
Nuptial music was presented
by Harold Isbell of Belleville,
R EC E P NON
Illinois, brother of the bride.
Piano selections included'
,AnFollowing the ceremony the
dante Cyttablle" (Tschallcov- bride's parents entertained with
sky), 'Scat Bols"(Staub), Theme a reception. The table, covered
from "Love Story"(Lai), Theme with a lace cloth, was centered
from "flomee and Juliet"(Rota), with a beautiful arrangement of
"Liebestraum•(Lists),"Waltz" yellow and white Fuji mums,
(Brahms), and the Bridal Chor- poms, roses and gypsophila in
us from "Lohengrin"(Wagner) a silver bowl flanked by silver
and the Wedding March from "A candelabra with yellow tapers.
Midsummer Night's Dream" The colonnade wedding cake,
topped with wedding bells, was
(Mendelssohn).
Given in marriage by her decorated with yellow roses.
father, the pretty bride wore a
Serving were Mrs. Randy
formal gown of candlelight silk Fox, sister of the bride, Miss
organza featuring an attached Fran Richardson and Miss Janet
chapel train
which flowed Richardson, sisters of the
gracefully from the waist. bridegroom, and Mrs. Harold
Bands of Venise lace entwined Isbell,
sister-in-law of the
with ivory velvet ribbons en- bride. Miss Susan Fox and Miss
hanced the fitted bodice and high Janet Fox passed the rice bags.
neckline, and matching lace and
When the couple left on a
ribbons trimmed the gently bel- honeymoon to Gatlinburg, the
led skirt and train. Her veil bride was wearing a smart navy
of ivory silk illusion fell from and white summer dress with
a cluster of candlelight flowers white accessories and a white
of lace and satin. She carried a orchid corsage.
cascade bouquet of yellow
They now are living in the
golden dawn roses and step- Hillcrest Apartments in Selhanotis with streamers of sup- mer. The bridegroom is emerba ribbons.
ployed as a draftsman for GenMrs. Gary Hamilton of Union eral Electric Company there.
City was matron of honor, and
Among out of town guests
bridesmaids were Miss Harriet attending the wedding and reMcNeill of Hickman and Miss ception were Mr. and Mrs.
Cassie Fox of Louisville, Ken- Austin Marshall of Winnetka,
tucky , a niece of the bride. Illinois, Miss Suzanne Hair of
Joy
Hamilton of Savannah, Adamsville, Tennessee, Mr.
sister of the bridegroom, was and Mrs. Ken Rich of Louisjunior bridesmaid.
ville, Kentucky, Neil Coleman
Their floor length gowns fea- of Selmer, Reed Lawson of
tured bodices of floral embroi- Henderson, Mrs. Dorothy Culdered sheer silk organza in ver, Kenneth Culver and Mr.
shades of pink, lavender and and Mrs. Ray Harmon ofSavangreen with pale green skirts. nah, Miss Barbara Bright, Miss
Their long puffed sleeves were Debbie
Hughes and
Miss
trimmed with green velvet rib- Melanie Steele ofJackson, Misbons finished with bows tocom- sissippi.
pliment the ribbon and bows at
REHEARSAL DINNER
#hs walstlines. Their widebrimmed hats also were cirMr. and Mrs. Hubert Hamilcled with ribbons. They wore ton entertained on the evening
silver bracelets, gifts from the before the wedding with a rebride, and carried colonial bou- hearsal dinner at the Country
quets of mixed roses, daisies Kitchen.
and gypsophila nestled in pouts
The honor table was graced
of maline and lace with yellow with an arrangement of mums
and green satin streamers.
and roses, and yellow candles
Mike Bain of Savannah was in crystal candlesticks were
best man.Other male attendants placed at intervals down the
were Cary Isbell of Memphis, center.
brother of the bride, and Joe

Amanda Newton and Terry
Meadows are announcing completed plans for their wedding on
August 27. The ceremony will be
solemnized at the South Fulton
Baptist Church at two o'clock in
E. C.
the afternoon with
Meadows, father of the groomelect officiating.
Miss Newton will be given in
marriage by her father, Harold
D. Newton. Mrs. Gayle Kimbel,
sister of the bride-elect will
serve as matron of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Donnie Peaks, Union City, Miss
Cheryl Jones, Martin and Miss
Janie Meadows, sister of the
groom-elect. Miss Lanita Meadows, sister of the groom-elect,
will be the flower girl.
Mr. Meadows has chosen Paul
Hill of Nashville, Tennessee as
his best man. Groomsmen will

HAVE AS GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lynch
had' as their guests last weekend Capt. Leroy Hicks and two
datfghters, Jan and Lean, from
Paris, Island, South Carolina,
Terry and David Hicks, Martin,
Russell Hicks, Gary Indiana,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Hicks,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hicks,
Mrs. Janie Sue Baker and daughter Mary Sue, Mrs. Shirley
Haley and son Bruce, 'Mrs.
Alice Hicks and son Andy and
daughter Agnes, Mrs. Annie
Hawks and son Jinnie and daughter Sheila and Mrs, Vance
Hicks, all of Fulton.

WEEKEND GUESTS
Weekend guests of Mrs. Morgan Omar included Mr. tnd
Mrs. Ken Lambert, Mr. mid
Mrs. Wayne Wedgewood and
Mrs. Clifton Brooks, all of
Evansville and Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Lambert of Atlanta.

be Larry Rogers, Troy, Tennessee, Lynn Weaks, Martin and
Randy Norden, Huntingdon,
Tennessee.
Mark Meadows, brother ofthe
groom-elect, and Tim Paschal,
cousin of the bride-elect, will
serve as acolytes.
Miss Linda Countess of
Bogota, Tennessee will be the
vocalist, accompanied by Miss
Susan Warren, organist. Miss
Deborah Stanfill of Vanleer,
Tennessee, will sit at the guest
register.
Ushers will be Gayle }Umbel,
David Newton, Phillip Meadows
and Billy Garrigan.
Serving at the reception will
be Miss Jan Clement, Mrs.
Marianne Taylor, Miss Doris
Bolin, Miss Dianne Frields,
Miss Kathy Darby, Miss Carmen Gardiner and Mrs. Bonita
Bynum.

VISIT IN TEXAS,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gambill
and boys spent last week in
Abilene, Texas with Jodie
Gambill at Abilene Christian
College.

Associate Degrees
Now At Draughon's
Draughon's Business College
of Paducah has been granted
authority to confer an associate
degree in specialized business
in the fields of executive secretarial and higher accounting,
according to officials of the
State Department of Education.
The authority was granted by
the State Board of Business
Schools.
Under LRC and state board
regulations, a school must be in
operation five years with accreditation by a national accrediting authority in order to
be considered for the associate
degree program. According to
officials, the accrediting authority must be recognized as
such by the U. S. Office of Education.

Candlelight Ceremony Unites
Lana Edwards,Johnny Ray Rice
Miss Lana Rae Edwards, daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. R. A. Edwards of Hickman, and Johnny Ray
Rice, son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Rice of Hickman, were united in marriage Friday, August 4,
at seven o'clock in the evening at the First Baptist Church of Hickman, Kentucky.
The Reverend John M. Statham officiated at
the double ring ceremony held in the candlelit
sanctuary.
A pedestal arrangement of
white daisies, puma and gladioli, flanked by glowing tapers
in candelabras entwined in
greenery and caught with white
satin bows holding wedding
bells, formed the background
for the ceremony. Fern trees
and greenery draped along the
chancel rails added further
beauty, along with glowing
tapers in the windows.
Nuptial music was provided
by Miss Marian Kay Graves, organist, and Terry Bass, soloist,
who sang "Always Together,"
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride was attired in
a floor-length gown of sheer
dotted Swiss styled by Mori Lee.
The fitted bodice was fashioned
with a Victorian neckline outlined in Venise lace and a cascade effect on back and front
centered with tiny, self-covered
buttons around the semi-empire
waist and encircling the wide
cuffs of the bishop sleeves.
The gentle flowing A-line skirt

series. Both wore corsages o.
white gardenias.
The three grandmothers wor
street-length summer pastel
dresses, complemented with
white carnations.

Was Sherri, Chaney, ha. a
floor-length green dress, presided at the register.
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the church
basement. The table was overlaid with a white cloth edged in
lace. The tiered wedding cake,
surrounded by holly leaves, was
topped with a bride and groom.
On each side of the cake were
glowing tapers in silver candleswept to the back, forming a sticks. Rice bags of green and
chapel train etched in the re- yellow were presented to the
peated Venise border. Her fin- guests.
gertip veil of misty illusion was
Assisting at the reception
attached to a pearl tiara. She were Mrs. Bobby Craddock,
carried a cascade of majestic Mrs. Joe Prather and Mrs,
daisies interspersed with ivy. Charles Simmons.
Miss Jo Ella Edwards served
Out-of-town guests included
as her sister's maid of honor.
She wore a floor-length gown of Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Turner of
mint green dotted Swiss featur- Clinton, Kentucky, Mrs. Mike
ing a Victorian neckline edged Crider and Lori of Memphis,
in lace with ribbon running Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Methenia
through. Her wide brimmed hat and Randle and Mr. and Mrs.
of matching green was trim- Virgil Erwin of Covington, Tenmed with lace and ribbon nessee, Rev. and Mrs. Howard
matching her gown. She carried Rice and Mr. and Mrs. Clois
Young of Union City, Mrs.
a nosegay of daisies.
Crutchfield
Serving the groom as best Elizabeth West of
man was Bobby Craddock. The gnd Miss Vicki Hudson and
Glenn
Heatherly
of Fulton.
ushers were Mark Carlton and
Mrs. Rice
Ronnie Lane.
For traveling
Mrs. Edwards chose for her chose a navy knit with a white'
daughter's wedding a three- bodice featuring red embroipiece pink and white ensemble dery at the neck and waist with
with white accessories. Mrs. white accessories.
After a shdrt wedd1,1,: trip,
Rice, mother of the groom was
attired in a blue and beige knit the newlyweds are at home on
ensemble with navy KM" Route I Hickman.

— Your Problems Bring Answor.,

Mary Johanna Butts, (Mrs.
Mike) daughter of Mr. and Mr..
Paul Westpheling received her
degree in tfisi school of business administration at the University of Tennessee in Martin
Thursday morning. Graduating
inagna cum lauds, Mary Jo
attended Fulton City High
School during her freshman
and sophomore years and then
graduated from high school at
the Academy of the Sacred
Heart in St. Charles, Missouri
In 1948. Mary Jo and Mike
have a three-year old son,
Michael Todd Butts.

Dear Ann Landers: How many
times has someone asked, "Do
you mind if I smoke?"--and even
though you'd rather not have
smoke blown in your face you
say, *That's all right, go
ahead." New evidence should be
called to the attention of the
reading public, Ann, and bereft
is..
Recent experiments at Texas
A & M University indicate that
30 minutes in a smoke-filled
room significantly increases
the non-smoker's heart rate,
blood pressure and the amount
of carbon monoxide in his blood.
A team of researchers at the
University of Cincinnati Medical Center reported that smoke
drifting from the burning ends of
cigarets, pipes and cigars contains cadmium which could definitely be harmful when inhaled by onlookers. Another research team at Wayne State University in Detroit found that
acute illnesses, mostly respiratory, were twice as prevalent
among young children whose
parents smoked at home than
among children whose parents
did not.
Please, Ann, urge your

readers to say, when asked,s Do
you mind if I smoke/"--YES,
I do mind. It's bad for my
health."---Charles Kiesewetter, Executive Director, T. B.
and Health Society, WayneOakland Counties
Dear C. K.: Thank you for
writing. For those who are too
timid to say, "Yes, I do mind,"
I suggest that you clip this column and have copies made.
When asked the question simply
hand it over. That should clear
a sinus or two.

Dear Ann Landers I've been
reading your column every day
for four years hoping to see my
problem from someone else.So
far it has not appeared and I
am getting desperate. I can't
sign my name for obvious reasons.
My dad is a prominent man
in town. When I was 16 I had an
illegitimate child. I gave him
up for adoption CC the advice of
a lawyer and a doctor. It was
the best thing to do at the time
and I have never regretted it.
At age 19 I married a wonder-

ful man who knew all about my
past and has never mentioned it
slime. We now have two lovely
children, ages 4 and 6.
Several people in town knew
about my illegitimate child but
no one ever threw it up to me.
I have conducted myself like a
lady since marriage and am
considered respectable.
The queselon: Should hell my
children about their little brother or should I say nothing and
hope no one mentions it to them?
Please sign me---Sorry and
Concerned
Dear S and C: Say nothing.
If someone does tell them, explain that you were young and
foolish and made a mistake.
Then change the subject. No
need to attach undue significance to the incident by bringing it up out of the blue and
presenting an elaborate defense.
• • •
Dear Ann Landers: I have a
friend who bragged to me that
she took a trip to the Coast
with $600 worth of luggage that
didn't cost her a dime. When I

asked her how she did it she
picked out the best
said,
luggage I could find, charged it,
and returned it when I got home.
I just told the store manager
it was poorly designed, too
heavy, and I didn't like it."
I was shocked that a person could do such a thing. She
told me she does the same with
hats, purses, and she even "borrowed" a lamp for a party once.
Why do storekeepers allow such
deceit/ Are they stupid/—
J.L.J.
Dear J.• No racket lasts forever. Petty crooks are eventually found out and their reputations are mud. They are the
stupid ones.
A no-nonsense approach to
how to deal with life's most
difficult and most rewarding arrangement. Ann Landers'booklet, "Marriage—What to Expect,' will prepare you for better or for worse. Send your request to Ann Landers in care of
your newspaper enclosing 501
in coin and a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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of Colomdell Ford Is taking no chances. Here he is shown (right) helping himself to a handfull
to right: Jose Ferbian coins while ether officials and bankers look on. In the photo are left
of the Fiettee
nandes, Mayer eif San Pedro Sub, Honduras; Harold Henderson, vice-president
Exchange Bank; Ernest
Bank; Glenn Hafiey, vim-president and manager of the Farmers
McBride, presiTennessee Commissioner of Employment Security, Nashville; L. M.
•
dent and assist
dent of the City National Rank; David W. Phelps, assistant vice-presi
souvenirs from Farmers
manager of Farmers Exchange and Governor Ford. The coins were
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Turner Dairies float

First in its division

AN EYE FOR A-PEEL is what Governor Wendell Ford has as Is. trios
to split a banana halfIn-two at the colorful Banana Shoot hold last F rlday at th• Banana Festival.
Tho gertHeman in
its. whit* suit, is Tennessee Lt.Gov. John Wilder who won Ow
match to which he was challonfted by Governor Ford. Other individuals idontified in the photo are
left to right: Jim Butts, Dan
Taylor, Mayer Jose Fernandes of San Pedro Sule, Honduras,
Mr. Wilder, Harold Henderson,
Ralph Put:heft and City Patrolman Martin.
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IT ISN'T EASY, Mayer Jew Fernando: of San Pedro Sul., Honduras tells
Princess Mai
Mays as the distinguished mayor trios to show Hi* Princess how to shoot *to banana
target,
with an arrow AND A BANANA. The pent botwewi the Mayor and the PrIncoss is Tom
Butler, news director of WPSD-TV. Paducah, one of the dosons of television stations from
the MidEarth that covered Its. Fostival.
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24, 1972 First Annual Youthfair well attended, greatly enjoyed
•

A bright, sunny summer day a farm tractor and had to mans
was the setting for the First uvuer a similar type course.
The Farm Bureau King and
Annual Fulton County Youthfair held at the Union Presby- Queen Contest was also held at
terian Church. Over 250 people the Fair. The participants were:
Adams, Jonny
attended the day's activities, KING-David
which consisted of food preser- Bennett, Jesse McNeill, Greg
vation exhibits, foods exhibits, Chandler, Wesley Bates, Dennis
photography, woodcraft items, Jones, and Jim Williams.Queen
a bicycle race, pet show, arts candidates were: Jill Adams,
and crafts exhibit, nature Debbie Sowell, Beverly Cardstudies, entomology displays, well, Shirley McClellan and Ann
an antique show, home furnish- Austin.
After a series of interviews
ings displays, clothing exhibits
and questions, Shirley McCleland garden displays.
This year a tractor driving lan was selected as Fulton
and
contest was added. The juniors County Farm Bureau Queen
as
(from ages 9 thru 12) drove a Greg Chandler was named
Bureau.
Farm
back
Teenage
Mr.
garden tractor and had to
of Mr. and
a two-wheel trialer through a Shirley, daughter
, and
series of posts, the youth divi- Mrs. Harold McClellan
Mrs. T.
sion and the adult division used Greg. son of Mr. and

E. Chandler, will represent The high school division headed
Fulton County in the District by Bobby Evans, Vocational AgFarm Bureau contests in Oc- riculture teacher at Fulton
tober. Runners-up were Debbie County High, listed as winners
Sowell, first alternate, and Ann first place-Jonny Bennett, secAustin, second alternate. Mr. ond place-Ralph Stroud and
Dennis Jones.
place
Teenage finalists were Jo las third
Irst alternate and Prizes in this division were
Benneti
$4.
al$6
and
$10,
second
McNeill,
Jesse
The youngsters of the county
ternate.
This year considerable in- took home approximately $200
newly
In prize money for their efforts
terest was created by the
added tractor driving contest. as the fair saw more than 100
Extension entries in the various divisions
Dale Hornbeck,
Agent for 4-H, served as chair- and events. The Youth Fair
man for the junior tractor driv- Boasi is in the process of
ing contest, which was won by adding more events to next
Ronnie Workman,son of Mr. and year's fair.
The Youthfair saw over 130
Mrs. Adron Workman. Prizes
in this division were $4-first entries and participants this
$2place;
$3asecond
year and It is hoped that the
place;
third place and $1-fourth place. future years will bring growth

Professionals And Amateurs
Win At Area Guild Showing

les Mos

William F. Pickard

Elizabethtown Is
Pickard's Post

RECEIVES DEGREE
Mrs. DeFayne Rogers Stunson received the Master of
Science degree in Speech Pathology at the August 4th ComKentucky State Trooper Wilat Murray State
GROUP B (WATER COLORS liam F. Pickard has been ascruelest, most mencement
exhibicrafis
and
arts
The
will
Mozelle Green of Fulton has of diseases. The
Stunson
PASTELS OR PEN AND INK)
is rheumatoid University. Mrs.
to the state police post
been named 1972 Arthritis Cam- severe type
pathologist tions sponsored by the Fulton- 1st, Virginia Stokes. Ful*on, signed
which afflicts some serve as the speech
at Elizabethtown following his
South Fulton Art Guild opened
paign Chairman for Fulton arthritis,
Public
County
Trigg
Two varia- for the
graduation in Frankfort last
at noon Thursday, August 17. $15.00.
County. The drive is being spco- 5 million .people.
2nd, Bettie Sowell, Clinton, week from the Kentucky State
and violent School System in Cadiz. Ken- Winners were announce las folsudden
one
Mrs.
tions,
Club.
BPW
the
by
sored
$10.00.
and the other rela- tucky, where she will coordi- lows.
Police Academy.
Bob Morgan is co-chairman. in its attack
3rd, Nell Rose. Water Valley,
strikes children in nate a program in speech, lans
Pickard is a 1969 graduate
PROFESINAL)T(
The appointment was made re- tively mild,
as juvenile guage and hearing therapy.
of Fulton High School and also
GROUP A -OIL AND ACRYLICS $5.00.
cently by Judge Bert T.Coombs the form known
Dyersburg
arthritis.
1st, Juble Henderson, Fulton, John Wilkison,
has attended Murray State Uniand Mrs. John Sherman Cooper, rheumatoid
TICKETS ON SALE
was the art Judge.
The State Co-Chairmen are
versity. His mother, Mrs. Mary
$15.00.
Arthritis State Co-Chairman.
CREATIVE STITCHERY Moss, lives in Fulton.
participation in
2nd, Janice Floyd, La Ceti.
Principai Bobby Snider has
The State Campaign is sche- urging for 100%
1st, Mrs. Phillips, Park Avefrom all
City ter, Kentucky, $10.00.
Prior to joining the state
duled for the month of Septem- this year's campaign is a ser- 'announced that Fulton
ns. Arthritis
police, Pickard worked for
3rd , John Kuntzman Mur- nue, Fulton, al5.00.
High School football season
ber with a goal of $140,500.00. Kentuckia
Clinton,
Sowell
Betty
emo2nd,
y,
disease financiall
Jones Concrete Company at
tickets are now on sale and ray, $5.00.
The Arthritis Foundation is ious
$10.00.
and is
Fulton and Interstate Life and
voluntary agency tionally and physically,
be purchased at the high GROUP B( WATER COLORS
can
the only
Wilson, Accident Insurance Company at
that warrants the support school.
PASTELS OR PEN AND INK) 3rd, Mrs. Homer
working in the field of arthri- one
Fulton, $5.00.
Union City, Tennessee. His wife
of all. If anyone in the county
1st, None.
tis which affects over 250,000
Mrs. is the former Mary Campbell.
mention
Honorable
help the County Chair to
wishes
,
$10.00.
the
2nd,
Henderson
Juble
Arthritis,
HOME
ns.
RETURN
Kentuckia
please contact the camHe and his wife presently re3rd, John Ktmtzman, Murray, Betty Green, Humboldt.
country's number one crippling man,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond PhilThe Judges were Mrs. E. T. side at 207 1/2 Water Street,
leadership immediately.
disease, actually is a variety paign
lips have returned from a $5.00.
RyPorter
Parker and Mrs.
Hodgenville, Kentucky.
AMATEUR
week's visit with their daughGROUP A-OIL AND ACRYLIC'S land, Dyersburg.
k
ter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
the
needlewor
to
Response
1st, Nell Rose Water Valley,
Pat Gangus and children in In- $15.00.
section was especially good.
categories were not
dianapolis.
2nd, Alva Adams, VineStreet, Since
specified, the prizes were
Fulton, $19.00.
basis of workON DEAN'S LIST
3rd, Carol Pemberton, Route awarded on the
Terry Grover Dallas bait been 1, Robards, Kentucky, $5.00. manship.
Miscellaneous-Debby CampMrs. Louise Simmons was
named to the spring quarter
named grind champion in the bell.
Tech
Second prize winners re- Dean's List at Georgia
1972 Banana Festival bake-off
WILL REPRESENT
FESTIVAL VISITORS
standing. Terry is
held Friday. August 18 for her ceiving $3 each In the divistims with a 3.1
Misses Katherine Stroud and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. HoffDallas, 404
Jean
Mrs.
of
son
the
judged
was
which
werepie
banana
represent
man. Kin, Mat, Mark and Janet Adams will
Park Avenue. ram
Cake-Mrs. Kerry Mills.
the best of all the entries. She
With
Steve of Versailles, Indiana. Fulton County in the "Sew
Pie-Mrs. Dorothy Cox.
received the $20 cash award for
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby D. Davis Cotton" contest at the Tri-State
Bread-Mrs. Eva Caldwell.
the grand champion and the $5
Tennessee
Manville, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fair in Memphis.
Cookies-Sherry Tuck.
award for first place in her
will
Byrd of Eustis, Florida and later this year. Miss Stroud
Miscellaneous-Mrs. Barry
of Bremerton were be entered in the suit division
Lee
Don
Second place in the grand Adams.
The News takes pleasure In last week attending the Ba- and Miss Adams is to take part
Third prize (white ribbon and
championship division was Mrs.
wishing the following friends nana Festival and visiting in in the sports clothed division.
shortening.):
Fred Jolley while third place sugar, flour or
,
Birthday'
Cake-Mary Joy Martin and "Happy
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
went to Mary Joy Martin.
Teresa Jane Fields Cain, Thompson and Mr. and Mrs.
Olive.
Billie
Mrs.
First prize winners receiving Pie-Barbara Lawson and Rene Yates, Janice Adams,Ro- Ernest Cardwell.
were
WINS WATER COLOR
COIN SHOW - payousT 26
bert Clayton, August 24, Mrs.
85 each in the divisions
Mrs. Dorris Holly.
Clyde R. Williams, Paul Long,
Mrs. J. D. Simpson, 413 and 27. AT TITE: JC CAW
as follows
bread-Mary Joy Martin.
KY.
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, August
Holmes Street, won the Don CENTER, PADUCAH.
Cookies-Virginia Holland.
Cake-Mrs. Virginia Holland.
Y.
Clement, Mike
TRANSFERRED
Carmichael original water color COINS, PAPER CURRENC
Miscellaneous-Virginia Hol- 25; Dianne
Pie-Mrs. Louise Simmons.
August
STAMPS (buy,
Taylor, Chuck Wright,
Ethel Scott has been trans- in the drawing sponsored by MEDALS, and
land.
Bread -Mrs. Fred Jolley.
Doyle
McKnight,
The Franklin
26, Bob
ferred from the Fulton Hospital the Fulton-South Fulton Art sell & trade.)
FrieIds, ssAugust 27; Barney
largs
to Haws Nursing Home. Ile )ai Guild . Saturday, August 19. Mint (one of the woricrs
Green, Eike& Alesnphalk August
will have a
mints)
Mr.
of
private
est
re- Valerie Homra. daughter
injuries
from
ng
recuperati
August
28; Mrs. 11111fliait Smith,
Hike Homra drew the nice display of Medals and
Mitchell, Donald ceived in a fall several weeks and Mrs.
29; John
Silver Plates.
winning ticket.
ago.
30.
August
Reed,
David
Crews,

Mozelle Green Named Fulton
County Arthritis Chairman

-

and even more participation on
the part of Fulton Countians.
The group expressed special
thanks to the judges who helped
us this year. Mrs.Carol Major,
Larry Gardner, Kenneth Turner, Dennis Wilson, John Griffiths, Mrs. Dean Roper, Mrs.
Pat Curtsinger, Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, Mrs. Sue Fraser and
Mrs. Mildred Potts.
They also wish to thank the
pastor and members of the
Union Presbyterian Church for
allowing use of the facilities
and grounds of the church for
the fair,
The winners if the clothlog
exhibits will represent Fulton
County at the 1972 Kentucky
State Fair in August.

Bake-off Competition Presents
--mstesim Winners, Many New. Recipes

HLPPY BIRTHDAY

Registration At MSU
To Begin August 26

•
(Top Photo) • Ladies and Gentlemen, the winner is
Carol
Mrs. Richard Adams takes over the microphone as
Workman,
Adron
an;
Cardwell, King and Queen chairwom
winPet Show chairman; Beverly Cardwell, Talent Division
ner; and Janet Adams look on.
(Second Photo) 'At The Counting House-Hurriedly preparing the prize money for distribution to the Youth Fair
participants are (I to r) Mrs. Katherine Thompson, County
Home Agent; Dave Hornback, County 4-H Agent and Mrs.
Ermon Workman, Women's Fashion Review chairwoman.
(Third Photo) "Now, which way do you turn the wheel?'
Ronnie Workman finds that even though he .won the Junior
backTractor Driving Event, it's much harder to drive
wards than it is forwards.
Sowell,
(Fourth Photo) "And the winners...." (I to r) Debbie
first runner-up; Shirley McClellan, Farm Bureau Queen;
Jonny
Greg Chandler, Mr. Teen-age, Farm Bureau King;
Bennett, first alternate.

buildRegistration for the fall se- day in the student union
mester of the new school year ing:
at Murray State University will
Monday .3 nior from 8 a.m.
begin Saturday morning, August
noon, and new freshmen from
26 with a session restricted to
noon to 5 p.m;
to a limited number of students.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admisregistrar, emsions and
phasized that only graduate students, students registering for
Saturday or night classes only,
and student teachers assigned 140 Broadway, South Fulted
for the first eight weeks may
Phone 479.111611
register from 8 a.m. to noon in
the Waterfield Student Union -.Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Building.
and Tile
General registration will be- —Vinyl
Carpeting
gin Monday, August 28, and con- --Downs and McGee
tinue through two da7s from 8 —UphillsterIng, Modern and
a.m. to 5 p.m. before classes
Antigua
begin Wednesday, August 30.
Gantt gave this registration —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
schedule for Monday and Tues-
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ELECTRICITY
DOES IT BEST!

and Now Costs Even Less!
OLD RATES
Effective with meters read after Augu st
28, the cost of electricity goes down for
all customers of Weakley County MES.
with
This rate reduction is in keeping
our policy of providing you, our customer, with electricity at the lowest possible price.

500 kwh
1,000 kwh
1,500 kwh

$8.86
13.31
17.76

500 kwh
1,000 kwh
1,500 kwh

$8.48
12.88
17.28

--PLUS--
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DEATHS
les Moss

m F. Pickard

thtown Is
's Post
State Trooper Witkard has been ase state police post
town following his
in Frankfort last
the Kentucky State
ern).
s a 1969 graduate
lgh School and also
Murray State Unimother, Mrs. Mary
in Fulton.
joining the state
‘kard worked for
crete Company at
Interstate Life and
surance Company at
Tennessee.H is wife
er Mary Campbell.
s wife presently re7 1/2 Water Street,
, Kentucky.

SSIFIED ADS
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T THE SC CAM
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APER CURRENCY,
, and STAMPS (buy,
rade.) The Franklin
of the worlds 3argmints) will have a
lay of MedeJs and
tes.

Itle

Charles Moss,44, who served
ith the Merchant Marines for
5 years, died at 11:25 p.m.
turday, augJsi 19, at Hillew Hospital following a sixonths Illness.
Born In Weakley County, Tenssee, May 12, 1928, he was
son of Mrs. Almeida Damon and the late Clayton Moss.
member of the McConnell
aptist Church, he was a vetran of the Korean War and was
first engineer in the Merchant
arines.
Besides his mother, surivors include his wife, Ruth
oodwin Moss, South Fulton,
daughter, Mrs. Jennifer
hompson, Wino, three sons,
ike Moss, Mitchell Craig
oss and Barry Joe Moss, all
f South Fulton;two grandchilden. Charles Anthony Thomp, 9/Ingo and Mitchell Craig
oss II of South Fulton; a broher, Billy Moss, South Fulton;
wo sisters, Mrs. Gail Sharp,
haron, Tennessee and Mrs.
orma Jo Smith, South Fulton.
Services were held at 3.30
.m. Monday, August 21, at the
ornbeak Funeral Chapel with
he Rev. Wayne Owen officiatrig. Interment was in Greenlea
emetery.
Pallbearers
were George
peight, Curtis Murphy, Sortie
icks, Thomas Dedmon, Gobel
verby and G. C. Overby.

s. Carrie Hamilton
Mrs. Carrie Maddox Hamilton died at the Baptist Hospital in Memphis on Friday,
August 18 following a one-month
illness.
A native of the State Line
Community near Hickman, she
was the daughter af the late E,
G. and Emily Bell Gibbs Maddox. Her grandparents were the
late Frank and Mary Houdin
Gibbs of Hickman and the late
William J. and Margaret Clark
Maddox of State Line, a pioneer
family of Fulton County,
Mrs. Hamilton moved to Fulton In 1918 where she was employed by the Franklin Department Store for many years.
Following her marriage to Mr.
Hamilton, she moved to Memphis where she has resided
since. A member of the Baptist
Church, having been active in
the First Baptist Church here,
she later moved her membership to the Bellevue Baptist
Church in Memphis.
Survivors include her husband, Joseph A. Hamilton, Sr.,
Memphis; a son, Joseph A.
Hamilton, Jr., Memphis; two
grandchildren, Lisa and Stephen Hamilton, Memphis, four
sisters, Misses Ola and Helen
Maddox, Nashville, Mrs. John
Boaz, Memphis and Mrs. Sterling Bennett, Fulton, an aunt,
Mrs. J. M. Linn, Murray, several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted by the pastor, Dr, Adrian
Robers on Saturday, August 19.
Interment was in the Forest
Hill Cemetery in Memphis.

Henry F. Taylor
Henry Flournoy (Rock) Taylor, 77, retired engineer, died
at 8 p.m. Wednesday, August 16,
at the Fulton Hospital following
a five-year illness.
Born June 24, 1895 in Fulton,
he was the son of the late Henry
F. and Laura Stilley Taylor,He
was a veteran of World War I
and a member of the Masonic
Lodge for 50 years. Having lived
in Washington since 1933 where
he had been employed by the
Corps of Engineers for 30 Years
prior to his retirement in 1961,
the Fulton native returned here
in March. He was a member of
the First Christian Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Tommie Fleming Taylor,
South Fulton, a sister, Mrs.
Rebecca McWherter, Memphis.
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Friday, August 18, at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. Charles Tilford, minister
of the First Christian Church,
officiating. Interment was in the
Cayce cemetery.
Pallbearers
were
Harry
House, Clyde Fields, John
Fleming, Jr., John Owen Fleming, John Marvin Fleming and
P. H. Fleming.
Masonic rites were held at
8 p.m. Thursday, August 17, at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home.

covery for Mr, Harvey Vaughn
who is a patient in the hospital
in Memphis.
Mrs, Paul Howard has been a
patient in Hillview Hospital several days. We do wish a speedy
recovery for her.
Mr. and Mrs.Harold Hopkins,
Ricky Hopkins and his girlfriend, Barbara, visited with us
a while Sunday afternoon and
brought a big watermelon. We
all enjoyed that.
The Banana Festival has
come and gone with several outof-town folk attending. The parade was short this year but nice.
It was so hot that day it was
almost more than you could
stand. The displays in the windows were really good. Sorry
I didn't get to go to more.

"Project Find" Is New Federal
Project For Food For 'The Aged
By Lynn Hayes
DES Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky.- Many
of Kentucky's elderly citizens
received good news with their
August Social Security Checks.
A
pamphlet explaining
Project Find, a new federal
effort to enroll older persons
who are eligible for food
assistance, was enclosed with
the checks.
The project, an outgrowth
of the 1971 White House
Conference on
Aging, is
The Bevil family who run the designed
to contact
store that the Dalton's ran for
approximately 2.5 million
so long have moved a beautiful traitor west of the store older Americans who qualify
for
food stamp and food
and will soon be moving into
distribution programs, but are
It.
not presently receiving
Mrs. Lupte Haley and brother
Tom Laswell had as their week- assistance.
In
Kentucky, 57,300
end guests Mrs. Mary Jane
Cooper, Mrs. Lucille Wray, persons 65 and over receive
her daughter, Jane, and son, public assistance. All of them
Tommy
of Paragould, Ar- are eligible, but only 30 to 35
kansas.
per cent • rtici te in the

food stamp prOgriun,
Along with the pamphlet
explaining Project Find, a
reply card was sent asking for
such information as name,
address and phone number.
The cards will be grouped
and forwarded to 3000 local
Red Cross chapters across the
nation.
Dr. Robert Bringhurst,
co-director of Project Find in
Kentucky, said the Red Cross
will serve as the "focal point
for a community effort
through which volunteers will
make personal contact with
the sender of each card."
He added that the state will
need 2000 volunteers. The job
of the Red Cross volunteers
will be to get elderly persons
into Public Assistance offIces,
explain
the
program,
determine eligibility, sort
cards, and help fill out
applications for food

$8.86
13.31
17.76

William Cecil Beard, retired
Graves County farmer of Route
3, Mayfield, died at 11p.m. Wednesday, August 16, at the Fulton
Hospital following an extended
illness. He was 80.
Born November 15, 1891, he
was the son of the late John and
Jennie Turner Beard. He was a
native of the Crutchfield community and moved to Graves
County 20 years ago.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Margaret Hibbs Beard,
a brother, Hub Beard, Fulton.
Two brothers, Jim and Wesley Beard, and two sisters, Mrs.
Sara Shepherd and Mrs. Annie
Berry, preceded him in death.
Services were held at 4:30
p.m. Friday, August 18, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. Charles Blair of Mayfield officiating, Interment was
in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Nephews served as pallbearers. They were Harold
Beard, James Beard, Wayne Elliott, John W. Finch, R. B. Holden and Joe Beard.

ES
$8.48
12.88
17.28

System
1-enn.

property or stocks, ii filled out
for each individual c
household
under
consideration.
Qualifications for a
honeehold vary with family
aim. A one-person household
may not earn mote than $170
a month, a household of two
may earn no more than $222•
month, and a family of four
cannot receive more than $360
per month.
Persons who believe they
are eligible to receive food
assistance should contact their
local Public Assistance Office.

Greenfield Monument Works
Large Display •
•
Well Lighted At Night •
•
Open Sunday Afternoons •
- Is,Operational Veers

•

W. D. Prepare

Ereenfield

Fulton
pions 472-1853

235-ENIO

J. H. MUMS & SONS
Oresselleld, Tenn.

Ni)

the Ilemens thundered kind were cleaved apart,
tend there %4 US $ri*4.ti unto Moses the Ten Commandments of the Lord. Generations have learnt the wisdom
of their teachings, passing on from father to son the
precepts of His Holy words. Let us revere them in these
days of mantoth structures and mammoth enterprises,,
even as they were revered by those who were so blessed
as to see the miracle of their bestowal upon the Earth.

Raymond Hutson

Raymond Hutson, 70, died
suddenly Tuesday, August 15,
at 7:45 p.m. at his home In
Water Valley. His wife, Sara,
is an employe of Hillview Hospital in Fulton.
Survivors include his wife, a
daughter, Mrs. Evelyn Howard,
Water Valley; a brother, Joe
Hutson, Wing°, a sister, Mrs.
Marie Gatewood, Utica, Michigan; four grandchildren and a
great grandchild.
Servi::es were held at 3:30
p.m, Thursday, August 17, at
the Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Chapel in Wing° with the Rev.
Emerson Rohrer officiating. Interment
was in Calvary
Cemetery
in Graves County.
Mrs. Erma Casey Townsend,
65, wife of Clint Townsend, of
Route 3, Union City, died at
3:10 p.m. Saturday, August 19,
Mrs. Aline Williams
I the °Non County General
ospital following an extended
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo PalIlness.
Born May 25, 1907 in Perry mer met with his brothers and
ounty, Tennessee, she was the their families in Hot Springs,
aughter of the late C. L. and Arkansas for their family restella Moore Hinson. She had union held each year. They
ived in Obion County since 1953 were there three days andthere
d was a member of the Bap- were thirty-six of the family
They reported a
1st Church of Rutherford, Ten- present.
wonderful time. It is a shame
essee.
Survivors include her bus- more families do not have a
and; a son, Billy Townsend, reunion each year like this. This
Ilion City, a daughter, Mrs. Is the family of Mr. and Mrs.
alter (Marie) Slago, Cicero, Walter Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis
linois, four grandchildren and
ree
grandchildren, have returned to their home
great
brother, Ernest Hinson, Tren- in Sterling Heights, Michigan
after spending two weeks with
, Tennessee.
Services were held at 2 p.m. their parents Mr, and Mrs.
onday, August 21, at the Horn- James Lewis and Mr. and Mrs.
ak Funeral Chapel with the C. E. Williams and other relev. T. L. Webb of Milan, Ten- atives and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud McNeil
essee, officiating. Interment
as
in
the °Mon County visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Williams a while Wednesday.
emorial Gardens.
Pallbearers
were George Mr. and Mrs. McNeil have Just
returned
from a visit with their
olman, Melvin Sturgis, R. L.
e Cornu, Ronnie Workman, grandson and his wife, Mr. and
arrett Kimbell and Frank Mrs. Gary Thornbro, in Texas
The revival is going on at
ara.
Old Bethel Primative Baptist
Church each night through Friday with Elder Randall doing
the preaching. Services start
Mrs. Mary Ellen Bone, 60, at 7:30. -Visitors are always
1fe of Harley Bone of Fulton, welcome at Old Bethel.
Mr. Danny Cannon, son of
oute 4, died at 3:45
p.m.
ursday, August 17, at her Larry Canna) of Memphis, is
ome in the Cayce community staying a few days with his
•!lowing a two-year illness. grandmother Mrs. Gladys CanBorn July 17, 1912 in Ten- non.
Mrs. Gladys Cannon wants all
ssee, she was the daughter
f the late Roy E. and Cors- who remembered her and her
husband
during his long illness
e Mordis. She was formerly
mployed by OK-Parisian In and through the loss of her husulton and had lived in Cayce band to know how much all the
r 20 years, moving there cards, flowers, phone calls,
food, prayers, kind words and
om Hickman County.
Survivors include her hits- any kindness received was apCl; a sister, Mrs. Edna preciated by her and their childorsythe, Crutchfield, twobro- ren and it will never be forers, Raymond Mordls, East gotten by the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Agne and
. Louis, Illinois and Russell
family of Portland will leave for
ordis, Hickman.
Tuesday
after
Services were held at 2 p.m. their home
t.irday,
August 19, at the spending several days with her
parents
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Everett
rnbeak Funeral Chapel. Inrment was in the Cayce cern- Williams.
We do wish a very fast re.
cry.
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Mrs. Townsend

s. Mary E. Bone

have set up an office in
Jefferson County and are
recruiting volunteers.
Mrs, Grace Stiner, director
of local volunteer services in
Jefferson County, estimates
250 volunteers are needed for
that county alone.
Approximately 5400
persons, 65 and older, are
receiving public assistance In
Jefferson County
Eligibility for food
assistance for the elderly is the
same as for anyone else
applying. A
checklist
determining income and other
tvne. of resnorops, such as

William C. bard

TINI times of distress, whether they be due to
financial, physical, or mental unrest. the in-

• ROUTE THREE

Less!

The
Department of
Economic Security's Public
Assistance staff will train Red
Cross volunteers to serve in the
Program.
Elizabeth R Foley, field
office administrator for the
Fayette County
Public
Assistance Office, conducted
the first training session for
volunteers in Lekingion Aug.
8.
Two senior food stamp
workers, Diana Moore and
Susan Franklin, both from the
Fa‘-ette County office,
described the role of the
volunteer in food stamp
counties, and explained
procedures for determining
eligibility for food assistance
Over 30 volunteers from 10
counties attended the session.
Twelve of the volunteers will
work in the Fayette County
office.
There are nearly 1650
elderly
persons receiving
public assistance in Fayette
County
Similar training sessions are
being held across the state.
Local Red Cross • rsonnel

fluence of the Church reaches its greatest forte.
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This Mature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank thous to tskintrostas Itamo.

Liberty Super Market
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Hickman. Ky.
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There have been some comments about
the Festival, and the fact that the board of directors and the people involved could have
done one thing or another better, or made
some changes for improvement.
Nobody is more aware of these matters
than those of us who worked to put it together. If you were one of the many hard-working
citizens in the Festival's organization, you
know exactly what problems we encountered,
not so much because we lacked ideas and expertise, but only because we didn't have
enough workers to volunteer to get the job
done.
So, if there are those of you who know' of
the improvements that ought to be made, as
we do, then join the organization soon and
help put your plans and ideas into motion.
A Favor To Ask
Since the Festival, on Monday of this
week as a matter of fact, I have been contacted by an organization in Cincinnati who heard
my "beeper" broadcast to WHAS in Louisville last Thursday.
The individual making the contact
thought the Festival was almost unbelievable
in these United States and wanted all the publicity and background material we could send
them to demonstrate our people-to-people
program:
If you have any GOOD pictures, showing
the Amigos program's activities and newsy
pictures of the banana give-away phase of the
Festiyal, would you please give them to Christine Batts at the Festival office. We will return them to you, if you wish.
I am preparing an indepth presentation of
all the most significant phases of the Festival
for the past ten years at the request of my caller.
Wish I could tell you more, but all I can
say is that if my hopes are fulfilled it will be
the first major breakthrough for international
support, financially and otherwise, that the
Festival has ever encountered.
The Friendship Center
I cannot enumerate the number of times
local people and visiting guests said to me
during the Festival:
"With a program like this why WON'T
YOUR COMMUNITY build that magnificent
Latin-American Friendship Center that has
been designed for Fulton," and whose plans
are still in my office, and in my heart.
I couldn't answer the question. I can imaging the reasons. Too few people are willing
to endure the hardships of making the dream
come true, and too many people simply say "it
wouldn't do Fulton any good" as there are
still a couple of sore heads who say the Festival is a waste of time.
People said the same thing about Urban
Renewal and public housing, and look what
has been done in this field.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if the Fulton
City Commission would take a good hard look
at a combined City Hall proposal and the
Latin-American Friendship Center complex?
Mayor Tripp, a man with some real vision says that he hopes that the foyer of the
new city hall could partially fulfill our need
for exhibit space and for other needs,in the international diplomacy field.

PUBLIC SALE

When Hickman Fire Chief Buster Shuck said there were some
changes going to be made in the Fire Department he wasn't
(ust giving a false alarm. Shown above are some "before" and
"after" photos. The top photo is a newly redecorated room al
the fire station that looked almost like the one below, which is
also being spruced up and cleaned up right now. In addition, a
car formerly belonging to the police force has been painted red
(what else) and will soon have signs on each side designating
the department. Shuck says he has another "hot" surprise of
Improvement for October.

JASPER VOWELL
Continued from Page 1
holes with a 149.
Max McDade,also a Fulton golfer, made it into third with a
151, sharing the best Sunday round with Scott as he also
recorded a 73. However, an opening 78 also knocked him out
of the title.
Vowell, playing in the last foursome with Bob Huntsberger
of McKenzie, young Bobby Clymer of Paducah and Jim
Emmons of Union City, had a couple of momentary lapses
but otherwise was in complete control over the final 18.
Voweirs three playing partners all had a chance to make a
run at him but each one encountered a difficult hole that
washed theni out of the chase. Emmons was trailing by four
opening the final round but had trouble on number five going
out of bounds. He finished eight strokes behind Vowell, good
enough for seventh place. Winners in the championship flight were: Jasper Vowell,
147; Ray Scott, 149; Max McDade, 151; Bobby Clymer, 152;
Henry Sturkie, 152; George Rice, 15'3; Jim Emmons, 155;
Terry Gray, Howard Jones, Terry Eastin, and Merle McNeil
(tie 157).
Winners in the first flight were Walter Nanney, 158:
Bedford Dunavant, 159; Leon Lauck, Jimmy Wright, Ike
Peel and Bob Brooks (tie 160).
Winners in the second flight were Jim Daniels over Mark
Mullen (sudden death playoff both with 163s); Jim Kendall
and Jack Moore (tie for third at 166); Charles Maitland. 167
and John Tanner, 168.
Winners in the third flight were Bruce Moss, George
Owens, Leon Jessup and Kenny Wilson (Moss won in sudden
death playoff. Owens second, Jessup third and Wilson fourth,
all at 169) Mickey Brockwell, 172 and Tommy Burgess, 173.
Winners in the fourth flight were Dale Latta, 171. Ricky
Owens, 172. Ben Baker, 176; Dale Wilkie, 177; Todd Johnson
and Don Rogers (tie 179).

At 1:30 P. M.

Steve Ziegler of Covington
An autopsy performed in
Memphis on the body of Roger has been hired as the new fullBowers, 39, of Hickman showed time radio station manager of
that the cause of death was due WKMS-FM on the campus of
Murray State University.
to drowning.
to fund the new
Money
His body was recovered from
Everett Lake about 9 a.m. last position was provided by a
Monday morning, August 14, on $15,000 federal grant made to
the Tennessee side of the lake. the station by the Corporation
Upton County Deputy Sheriff for Public Broadcasting of
Larry Thompson said,"The un- Washington D.C., according to
usual circumstances surround- Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
ing the death prompted us to the department of communiask for the autopsy.' He also cations at Murray State.
Ziegler has been employed
"Attorney General
stated,
Fleming Hodges received the by several radio and telestations in the Greater
vision
autopsy report and the death
Cincinnati area, including WIW.
apparently was accidental.'
The funeral services were He also headed the radio-TV
conducted Thursday afternoon, section of the Office of PubAugust 24, at 2:30 p.m. at the lic Information in Frankfort
Chaney Funeral Home Chapel, during the administration of
With Rev. Homer Robertson of- Governor Louie B. Nunn.
His educational work was
ficiating. Interment was in the
done at Villa Madonna in CovHickman City Cemetery.
The pallbearers were Jerry ington—since named Thomas
Huey, Danny Thompson, Rus- More College--and at the Unisell Thompson, James W. Ev- versity of Cincinnati.
Ziegler and his wife and their
erett, Dennis Bass, Earl Taylor, Darrell Rice and Coy Rob- child have already moved to
Murray and are living in Colinson, Jr.
Mr. Bowers was a veteran of lege Courts on the Murray State
the Korean War and was pre- campus.
ceded in death by a younger
Jay Landers of Louisville. a
brother, Bobby Joe this year on graduate of Murray State UniFebruary 27. He is survived by versity last spring, has been
mother, Mrs. Willie named as the new full-time
his
Bowers, a sister, Mrs. Frank program director of university
(Geneva) Sweeney and a brother, radio station.
Ronald Earl Bowers all of HickLanders indicated there will
Mall.
be considerable changes in the
schedule of WKMS-FM by September I when the National
Public Radio network service
is made available to the staThe following persons were tion.
He said more cultural, edpatlents In Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, August 23:
ucational and public affairs programs will be aired in the noon
HILL VIEW
to midnight schedule 365 days
Marjorie
Howard,
Evelyn
a year. One highlight of the proDecker, Water Valley; Novella gramming will continue to be the
McClendon, Mettle Davis. Hick- Metropolitan Opera broadcasts
man; Deanna Turner. Clinton; on Saturdays from December
King, Wingo; Kenneth through next April.
Edna
Cherry, Dukedom; Cleo Gray,
Union City; Mary Elizabeth
King, Beatrice Hayes, Eunice
Boaz, Buton
James, May
Howard, Lucille Simpson, John
Cruce, South Fulton; Naomi
Phillips, Vyron Mitchell, Jr.,
Navy Seaman Francis W.
Glenda McManus, Mr. and Mrs. Smith Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gayle Vincent, Tom Carter, Francis W. Smith of 909 WalMary Burnam, Fulton.
nut Street, Fulton, Kentucky
graduated from recruit training
FULTON
at the Naval Training Center in
Dessie Orlando, Florida.
Bradley,
Mamie
Robey, Vicki Swift, Cordella
Rhodes, Randall Laird, Water
OES MEETS
Valley; Richle Dew, Dukedom;
Fulton City Chapter No. 41
Fre i E..ans, Union City; Carsession at
mel Ingram, Clinton;Stacy Nic- OES met in stated
ZZ,
hols, Olmstead, Illinois; Ernest 7:30 p. in. Tuesday, August
Mullins, Wingo; Judy Simms, at the Masonic Temple.
Sharon; Kate Bolin, Joyce
Croce, Ronnie Misher, Pauline
REGISTRATION
Roberson, Janet Richardson,
South Fulton; Bollard Bell, Eula Registration arid purchasing
Hardy,
L.
H.
Byrd,
Brown, Vera
of books and supplies for all
William Lee Jackson, Myrtle students of Fulton City Schools
Johnson, William Earle Long,
wIll begin on Monday, August
Thomas McClain, Shel la Moore,
28 at 9 a. m. The cafeteria will
Grace Newton, Maggie Picnot be open on Monday but will
kering, Mary Sensing, Mary
Tuesday.
Thompson. J. C. Witt, Fulton. be open on

August 28 will mark the beginning of registration for the
fall trimester of Mid-Continent
Bible College which is located
on North 15th Street in Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Courses offered at Mid-Continent range from elementary
English to Greek and Hebrew.
Speech, music, and a wide range
of other liberal arts courses are
in the fall schedule.
A student entering for the
first time this fall can expect
to complete the full 128 hour
requirement in two years and
eight months. This is made possibt.4 by the trimester system
the college adopted over five
years ago. A good student may
go to Mid-Continent all year,
since the school year is divided into three equal parts.
This year, for the first time,
Mid-Continent is offering teacher training for students interested in teaching in the new
Christian elementary and secondary schools that are spring-

ing up all across the country.
The placement office of Midhas over twenty
Continent
openings for Christian teachers, a spokesman for thecollege said.
The College will offer a new
course this trimester entitled
"Manual Communications', a
course in hand or sign language, It is designed for families having deaf members, or
students that would like to prepare themselves for work with
the deaf.
Graduate level work in the
Bible is also available this year,
for the first time. Satisfactory
completion of the graduate
year's work will result in the
Th. B. Degree.
For further information call,
write, or come by the college
which is located on North 15th
Street in Mayfield, Kentucky.
The telephone number is 2478521.

YORKSHIRE HOGS

— Moving to small apartment

Dresden LivestockjPavilion

Our only business
Is helping you get
good health care
you can afford

Buy IL Sill "The Ainley Auction Way"
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Mrs. Chas. Holloway, Owner

Monday film Friday.

A health care
plan for
college students.

Friday Night, August 25
7:00 P. M.

Equal opportunity employer. Call for appointment or come by between 7 a. m. and 4 p. m.
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100 REED STREET FULTON, KY.
(2 Blocks west off US 45 highway)

Sewing machine operators needed. Experienced or non-experienced. Paid vacations,
paid holidays, company paid insurance plan.
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30 Boars
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You're young and healthy and
the last thing in the world you
want to think about is health
care protection But with
today's cost of hospital and
surgical-medical care, a serious
accident or illness right now
could postpone everything you
hope to accomplish Doesn't
it make sense to plan for all
the possibilities— even the
ones you don't think can ever
occur? Blue Cross'and Blue
Shield have a College Student
Program just for you a plan to
provide you with Quality Health
Care Protection at the lowest
Possible cost It won't cost you
anything to find out about it
Just send in the coupon below
No cost No obligation
No salesman will call

William
Represei
MURRAY, K
Williams, associ
educational serv
State University
the university at
national confere
servation Educa
in Lincoln, Neb.,
He will attend
the University
Lincoln to prest
program for tf

Smith Graduates
In Orlando

If you are already a member of
our College Student Program,
be sure to upgrade your
contract to the new 535.00
per day room allowance.
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HOSPITAL NEWS

Mid - Continent College
Announces Registration

Household — Curios — Collectibles

Thursday Afternoon August 31

Thursday, Aug. 24, 1972

Fulton, Ky.
Autopsy Shows New Director
Drowning Cause At WKMS-Radio
In Bowers'Case At Murray, Ky.

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page I
No Way
If there is one thing I would like to do today, more than anything else in the world, is
to write a column about the Festival, not so
much about the events, but about the tremendously great people I had the pleasure to work
with for months, and weeks and days, and
long hours to help make it what some call a
great success.
The only explanation I can give for not
writing all about the recent Festival is because I am truly, simply, unadulteratedly exhausted, as I am sure most of you are also.

1/.71leaki-Sond
Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.

1972
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conference to be held at Murray
State next year Aug. 19-23.
Williams, who is a member of
the planning committee for the
MURRAY, Ky.- Wayne M. (TA conference on Murray
Williams, associate professor of itate campus, will meet with the
educational services at Murray organization's board of direcState University, will represent tors on Aug. 20 and make the
the university at the 19th annual presentation to the entire assemnational conference of the Con- bly in a business session Aug. 23.
His presentation will include a
servation Education Association
description of campus facilities
in Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 20-24.
He will attend the meeting at and some of the basic details of
the University of Nebraska at the conference program, includLincoln to present the tentative ing a family trip of key conserprogram for the 1973 national vation sites in the area.

Williams Will
Represent MSU

DISCOUNT

ED

PRICES

s needed. Ex-

Paid vacations.
nsurance plan.

all for appoint.
m. and 4 p. m.

YOUR CHOICE!

GLEEM
7-oz. Size
Reg. $1.13

any, Inc.

(OR)

SCOPE
Family Size. Reg. $1.59

79'
YOUR CHOICE!
Head & Shoulders Lotion
11-oz: Reg. $2.45

(OR)

Approximately 300 entering
FULTON, Ky.,
freshmen are expected to participate in a two-hour credit Bands front Marshall County
orientation course at the placed first in two divisions of
University of Tennessee at competition here
during
Martin this fall.
the Banana Parade as
Students who are accepted will part of the International Banana
report to the campus one week
earlier. about Sept 10-15, than Festival.
North Marshall High School
other students and earn two
quarter hours of transcript credit placed first in the AAA division
for participating in the seminar and North Marshall Junior High
in freshman studies
School placed first in the A diviFaculty members, student sion of the band competition.
assistants and other resource Muhienberg Central High School
people will be assigned to small won AA competition. All of the
groups to discuss and study winners received cash prizes
by
encountered
problems
and trophies. Band judges were
beginning college freshmen
of Mayfield and
They will be given the op- Gerald Sledd
portunity to take vocational in- Phil Shelton of Paducah.
terest tests, plan their academic
The parade, sponsored by the
in Lions Club, also featured floats,
participate
program,
recreational activities, and drill teams, and clowns. .1.
become familiar with the Ward Johnson was chairman of
physical facilities of the campus the parade.
before the arrival °I other
There were two sections in
students for the regular fall
the float division of the parade.
quarter.
section, TurSince the seminar is not a _part In the professional
of Fulton
of the regularly scheduled ner Pure Milk Co.
program of studies, the cost tor olaced first, Hadley Adhesives
participation will be $511 per placed second, and City National Bank placed third.
student.
In the non-professional secDetailed information about
tiow to apply for enrollment in the tion of the judging the finttnyn
program will be sent to all Bananas of Fulton placed first
beginning freshmen around Aug. and Brownie Troop 235 placed
20. After this date students will be second. Judges for the float
accepted on a first-come, first- division were Mr. and Mrs.
served basis as application forms Bryant Williams of Paris, Tenn.,
ore received
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Williams
of Paris.
DRUG OFFENSES LEAD
The Greenfield, Tenn., JackWASHINGTON - More than
ettes won the drill team com60 per cent of all Americans in
petition, and best drum major
prisons abroad have been jailed
and best majorette group
violation.
drug-law
for
awards went to Muhlenberg
Central High School. Drill team
judges were Capt. Ivan D. Fry
and Capt. Glenn E. Borknight,
instructors at Murray State University. The drum major and
majorette judge was Marion
Reithel of Union City, Term.
The parade was followed this
afternoon by a barbecue lunch
Outside White Latex and free banana pudding on
Carr Street.
Entertainment at the Kitty
League Park was held in lie
afternoon a country-western
show and dances were held tonight.

We make keys to fit.

SOUTHSIDE
•

RUGS INCORPORATED
PHONE 479 726?

SO

The University of Michigan'
has had only 10 presidents in the
school's 155-year history.

Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St - Fulton, Ky.

FULTON

TENN

•
.5.51

Head & Shoulders
Shampoo

t
‘'

OVA%
0-.001
6
'
904P
COP$4leOP

..
SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
n•%MIS 21..

4

;VAUD,
131,14":

US79-__82

HAMBURGERS

Sirloin Steak Sandwich _ _ _ _ 70c
9 - Pieces of Fried Chicken _ __ $1.99
A Family Restaurant-

PUBLIC SALE
Household -Curios- Collectibles
Automobile

Suave

Hair Spray
13-oz; Reg, 99c

59c
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New Location
(Across from Travelers Inn
in South Fulton)

Thursday
August 24
Come visit us in our
new, larger quarters!

Razor Bands
S's; Rog. $1.10
x:

79c

(Discount Prices
On Everything)

Next Door To Kenings Market)

111 Health, Moving To Florida

Mr. and Mrs Frank Adams, Owners
CoL Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer
PHONE 822-3593 or 472-1371
Licensed & Bonded - Ky.& Tenn. No.6
Buy 8. S.Il "This Ainley Auction Way"

CLOTHESLINE
611 Broadway
(New Location)

'
"Sala
5
on, Ky.

I South Fulton
Salty J. Baker, Owner & Mgr.
•-qa

Also ... Our Same Complete
Line of Hair Goods.

Down Town Fulton, Ky.
1111_i104
Drug Store)
111111111111111M11
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111111111111111111
(Next door
111111111111111111
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Long Sleeve Knit Shirts
SPORT SHIRTS
$
Men. Ideal For
99 For
29
For Men and Young Men.$
Back To School.
Priced $2.99 To
MENS SIZES!

FOR BOYS!

Knit Short Sleeve Shirts

2 FOR $3

BOYS DRESS SLACKS
$
99
Slims and Regulars:
Sizes 8 To 18

100's; Reg. $111

84c
2 x 10 Yds, J&J
1
/
Adhesive

Dress Corduroy Slacks
99
$
In Ten New Fall

5

Colors

SPORT SHIRTS
99
Boys Sizes: Long Sleeves: $
Sizes 8 To 18

MENS DRESS JEANS
Permanent Press:
99
$
Sizes 29 To 36.
ONLY

3

DRESSES
Girls Sizes For
Back - To - School;
Sizes 4 To 14

$

00

Rog, 69c

49c

GIRLS NEW FALL

Scope
99c

THE

NAME BRANDS
You Know ... At
Prices You Never
HEARD OF

Bayer Aspirin

Wm; Rag. $1.59

t‘ge

Anthony's
Fashions

Hiway 45, Wingo, Ky.

Tschm a tic

%to
0
00
*ow..
,011,1

OPENING!

Saturday, Aug.26, 1972 - 10 A. M.

New Fall Patterns!

A

•

101115.

WATCH
FOR OUR

$1.89

Open For Business

1°Et
,
117011

ALFORD'S AUCTION SERVICE
Col. Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom, Tenn.
Lic. & Bonded Auctioneer Lic. No. 549, Tenn.
and Ky.-Phone 469-5857 or 479-3389

11-92; R•11. $2.15

We are moving
and will be

0

Ray';CAL

metric tons, plus indicated reserves of 2.9 billion tons, have
been found deep in the jungle of
Para State.

64 iip 4i
4 o0
Ay A0li!AreAASyd
$

HOUSE PAINT
$2.99 Gallon

1111'
%3%
it••
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10
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‘941i00Ott9011
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BRAZIL FINDS ORE
CARAJAS, Brazil - Iron-ore
deposits estimated at 1.6 billion

t

7-oz: Reg.$2.45
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.41011110
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•4400
*0411.4114
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up•11•11111111
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Marshall
Bands
Are First

Orientation
Course Set

Of interest to Homemakers

THL7RSDAY Aii1GUS+ 24, 1972

Heavy Load 12 Ga.
34-I 114 -No.6
$2.99 Box

Head & Shoulders
TUBE
rOX

FULTON, KENTUCKY

......

Norzoma 4%-es. Silo

Aerosol Shave
Rog. 09c

59c
.
11.,3hisli
EVANS DRUG CO.
Lak• It,

Fulton

& COATS
ETS
JACKSizes
4 To 16
$ 88 TO

9

lp

GIRLS DRESS OXFORDS & FLATS

MENS.$2.19 In $6.00

BOYS TENNIS SHOES

High or Low Cut: White or Bieck

$3.00 Pair

N HIRSCH st. CO

615 Broadway

South Fulton, Tenn.

Open 8:30-6: Mon-Thurs; 8:30-8:Fri-Sat.

ALWAYr
EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Aug. 24, 1972

Page 2

Now!
Magnavox Modular
100% Solid State
color television

DEL MOI

JUICE
SHEDD'S

PEAN

plug-in circuit panels,modules and transistors
let your serviceman fix what's wrong
without replacing what's right!

MARTHA

MEAL
LARGE

The New Magnavox
SS-100 modular chassis
is 100% Solid State for more
performance, more reliability
and more serviceability than ever before.
Not a single tube to heat up or burn out.
Should servicing ever become necessary—it's
no big deal. Everything is easy to get to and
quick to fix. Plug-in circuit panels, modules
and transistors let your serviceman fix what's
wrong without replacing what's still right.
Magnavox's modular 100% Solid State chassis

is part of the Magnavox Total Automatic Color
System . . . so sophisticated, it automatically
compensates for color changes between
scenes and channels.
Now Magnavox also introduces Videomatic,"
the new and exclusive electronic eye that
watches the light you watch television by and
automatically adjusts your picture for color,
brightness and contrast. Videomatic gives you
a bright, clear, sharp picture. . . automatically
. . . day and night.
Magnavox's Total Automatic Color System

also features Instant Automatic Fine Tuning,
an Automatic Chroma Circuit, Automatic Tint
Control and a Brilliant Matrix Picture Tube.
Come see all the ways Magnavox
gives you more!

COKE:

Backed by the best Magnavox TV Warranty: ONE FULL
YEAR PARTS and SERVICE. If anything goes wrong
with
your TV during the first year and it's the fault of Magnavox,
it will be repaired—with no charge for 'labor or parts.
And, if your picture tube becomes defective within two
years, it will be exchanged for a new tube. In the first year,
Magnavox pays for installation; in the second year, you do.

FLAVORI

he world's most totally automatic color television

CRAC1
LIBERTY

ROLL
STORE HOURS:
Mon thru Fri: 8 am-5: pm
Saturdays: 9: am to 5: pm
Service Dept Closed Sat.

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky

BOLD
With
chase.
Tobacc

972

Page 2

Fulton, Ky.

Last Week's Treasure
Chest Winner Of $200

Thursday, Aug. 24, 1972

Page 3

ROBERTA MOSS
So. Fulton , Tenn.
This Week's Jackpot
Worth $100

BOLD De!e
FLAVORKIST - ASSORTED FLAVORS

1

rgent
MISS LIBERTY

TOASTER PASTRIES 3 pkgs for $1.00

BREAD

SCOTTIES - 4 - 200 COUNT BOXES

TOP KICK

PET MILK

ROAST

SHORTENING

LYKES - 41/2-01. CAN

i

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4 Cans For $1.00

msc0

STEW MEAT

Lb. 99c

PORK

Boneless

Lb. $1.19

CUTLETS

Lb. 79c

U.S. CHOICE

RIB-EYE

42-oz. Can

PUREX

lb.

BEEF

STEAK

69c

$1

09

Round

jars

UM) SNOWDRIFT

5 Tall Cans

Lb. 79c

oz.

STRAINED

EVAPORATED

PORK STEAK

5c

3

c

BONELESS

89
t
10
STEAK

Heinz

FOOD

16-oz. Can

lb.

WHOLE

RUMP AND SIRLOIN TIP

DOG FOOD

$1.00

BABY

Grade 'A'

FRESH SLICED

3.24-oz. Loaves _ _ _ $1.00

DOUBLE STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAYS

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

Pit FRYERS

GIANT
SIZE

coupon

10-oz. PKGS.

FACIAL TISSUES

Martin Highway
So. Fulton, Tenn.

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

Lb. $2.49

SHORT RIBS

Lb. 1.69

CLUB STEAK

Lb. 49c

T - BONE

BLEACH

12 Gallon

STEAK

39c

Lb. $1.59

89c STEAK
HA
MB
UR
GE
R
CA
EG
KE
MI
GS
X
FIS
H
STICKS
69
370
.3
9.. 90
3
3 $11 AN KS
PEACHES
490
U.S. CHOICE

Cooking Oil

Sirloin

bottle

coupon

lb.

•

U.S. GRADE A

DUNCAN HINES

EY

1%111

Medium

Larg42
6

doz.

doz.

GROUND
FRESH
HOURLY

Assorted
Flavors

3 lbs. or
more

pkgs.

lb.

8oz

on . 2 1/2
can

Sacramento

Hot Dog

$1

12 oz.
pkg.

BRAND

DEL MONTE

KRAFT

TRADEWINDS

1.IBERTY

JUICE PINEAPPLE 46-oz. Can __ 39c

FRENCH DRESSING 16-oz. Bottle 59c

HUSH PUPPIES 3- 16-oz. Pkg. _ $1.00

BACON

SHEDD'S

DEL MONTE

BRUNDIGE

FRUIT COCKTAIL 3 No.303 cans $1.00

SAUSAGE

PEANUT BUTTER

28-oz. Jar __ 89c

CRACKERS
MARTHA WHITE

MEAL

lb.
box

SALTINES
SALAD BOWL

5 Lb. Bag

57c

LARGE

COKES Returnable Bottles

Tuning,
latic Tint
Tube.

Lara
Lynn

Ea. 25c

HOOP

PIZZAS

TURNER'S

ADAMS

ICE MILK

12 Gallon 2 For __ 89c

ONE FULL

CHEESE

U.S. CHOICE

Chuck

CHEF-BOY-AR DEE -SAUSAGE & PEPPERONI

I5-oz.

Lb. 89c
FIRST
CUT

lb.

5(N

MORTON

89c

PIES

Fruit

3 Pkgs.

$1.00

FROZEN - FRENCH FRIES

ORANGE JUICE

12-oz. Can _ _ _ 39c

POTATOES

2 Lb. Bag

35c

l
b
s
.
OLEO
5 $l PICNICS
49
PORPitittiNS CORN
HA
MS
BA
CO
N
5
89
65c
30 $1
b
m
a
.
g
49
0
MARGARINE
Solids

Fresh

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

ong with
agnavox,
or parts.
ithin two
irst year,
r, you do.

Lb. 79c

29c ROAST

SALAD DRESSING Qt. Jar ___ 49c

Sliced Rindless _ _ _ Lb. 79c

SOUTHERN BELLE

Shank Portion

Cream
Style

cans

FRONTIER

Butt Portion

303s

SLICED
RINDLESS

lb.

lb.

Sh:F
ld's3ybvissitirrus

FLAVORKIST

RAINBO - HAMBURGER

CRACKERS

Lb. Box

35c

PICKLES Sliced

Quart

49c

FRESH CRISP

ROLLS Brown & Serve Per Pkg.29c

VANILLA WAFERS 16-oz. Pkg. 29c

CELERY

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

BOLD Detergent Giant Size ____ 49c
With this coupon and $7.50 additional purchase. Excluding Milk, Milk Products and
Tobacco.

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CRISCO OIL

Ea. 10c
Med. Stalk

Ea. 19c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

DOWNY Fabric Softener Gt. Size 59c

With Coupon and $5.00 additional purchase.
Excluding Milk, Milk Products and Tobacco.

With This Coupon No Other Purchase Necessary.
1 Coupon Per Family.

VOID AFTER AUGUST 29, 1972

VOID AFTER AUGUST 29, 1972

PLUMS

Lb. 41c

SUNK 1ST

89c

48-oz. Bottle _

5

SANTA ROSA

CUCUMBERS

LARA LYNN

lb.

Golden
Delicious

FRESH GREEN

LIBERTY

lb.

VOID AFTER AUGUST 29, 1972

Dozen

LEMONS

39c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
FOLGER'S

COFFEE Instant

6-oz. Jar _ _ _ 89c

With This Coupon No Other Purchase Neceseary.
1 Coupon Per Family.
VOID AFTER AUGUST 29, 1972
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IF"OR AlLICT10N
Jse ti w WANT ADS!
lintr Wlibelehstrt trutehei
sae other vaevaleseent aids at

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS:
A. C. Forrester Garage, DukeCITY ROPER DRUG 406 Lake don, Tennessee. Specializing in
Puttee. 1C4,
*
car and tractor overhaul.
FOR SALE Stereo Console.
The quickest, most effective
This 1972 model stereo is a
solid state system, AM and PM way to a good-paying secreradio with dual audio weaker tarial job is to learn SPEEDsystem. Large 11" profession- WRITING (ABC) Shorthand in
ally
turntable with 4 as little as 6 weeks. Easy payspeed record changer and shut- ment plan to suit your budget.
off. Pay balance due of $81.50, Day and night classes. Call
cash or easy terms. Other 587-4911. BRUCE BUSINESS
features too numerous to 'men- INSTITUTE, 308 Poplar, Martion. Still ...unter factory war- tin. Tenn, 38237.
ranty. Per free home trial call
DRAPERIES (MADE FREE
Paris, Tennessee, 642-7494 colwhen you purchase your maWet.
terial from our wide selection
of choice patterns, colors and
weaves. P. N. Hirsch di Company, South Fulton.

FOR SALE beautiful black
tiny toy male poodle. AKC regThe Fulton News and Shopper istered. Poodle Parlor 479-2229,
will snon have a position open
for general office work and re- FOR SALE Hollywood bed,
lated newspaper duties. Journ- used doors, electric floor. scrubalism experience unnecessary ber and polisher, bicycle and
hut helpful; applicant must be Slim Jim exerciser.
Ann Covington 479-2229
able to use a typewriter. 40
hour week, Monday through
FOR SALE 1972 Singer. Used
Friday; no Saturday work. Apply in person to 'Paul West- less than 3 months. Does all the
fancy
twin needle decorative
pheling, The Fulton News, 209
designs. Makes button holes,
Commercial Avenue.
'sews over pins and needles, emAVON REPRESENTATIVES broiderys monograms, patchmake money, enjoy life more. es and darns. Pay finance balmeet friendly people! It's easy. ance of ;78.80, clash or $10 per
even if you've never "sold" be- month. Ten year warranty. For
free home trial call Paris, Tenfore. Call now for details:
443-446.5 or Write: Avon Mgr. nessee 642-7494 collect.
Box 1022, Paducah, Ky. 42001
POTATION OPENING GOON:

"GREATEST BREAKTHROUGH SINCE THE
AUTOMOBILE ITSELF"

No more flats or balancing
problems to worry or shake
your brain. We have a breakthrough product you simply insert into tube or tubeless tires
which
puncture-proofs and
TOYS & GIFTS
balances for life of tire. Our
PARTY PLAN!
product has been tested on the
Highest commissions - Largest moon and earth.
Would you like
selections. Fantastic Hostess
groundfloor opportunity exAwards. No Cash Outlay. Call clusive distributorship
for your
or write "Santa's Parties". area? We will
invest three dolAvon, Ct. 06001. Telephone 1 lars to your
one if you qualify
(203) 673-3455. - ALSO BOOK- in your area.
All trucks, tires,
ING PARTIES.
auto parts, service stations,
auto dealers, garages, and
farm implements are big users.
To qualify, you need $3,800 to
Age 21 To 50 Yrs. Old 610,000 investment depending on
size of territory. This is a guarThursday, Friday, Saturday
anteed sale secured by invenOnly 7 P.M. To 12 P. M. tory, and is not a
franchise
fee. For complete details phone
(904) 396-5856, Mr. F. William
Jones, or write:
Sun Chemical and Refining
Apply
754 Gulf Life Tower
Ray's Bar-B-0 Inc.
Jacksonville, Florida, 32207
This may never repeat itself
South Fulton, Tenn.
'again. Territory is going fast.

Lounge Waitress

Pay $2.00 Per Hr.

6.50- I 3 Tubeless Block.01 I

plus 13.50 Fed. fr. Toy.

Silent Guard II
Four hefty nylon cord plies and extradeep treod laced with spacer bars for
long mileage, excellent traction and
protection from i mpoc is and rood hazards...all at prices that are difficult
to match,
PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING,
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex. Tax

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR LEASE
TEXACO SERVICE STATION
In Cayce, Kentucky
Financing available Fulton County Oil Company.
Call Clinton 653-8502 or Hickman 236-2375.

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
TWO
EACH
SIZE
F78-11 7.75-14 $26.34 $52.68
G78-14 8.25-14 29.52 59.04
G78-15 8.25-i5 30.57 61.14
H78-15 8.55-15 33.68 67.36

- Antiques
-New and Used Furniture

SEARS CRUSADER
Sears lowest priced new tire.
Has 4-ply nylon cord body.
6.00-13 #
%bales.
locl.woll t
10

,$,,

4

40

To.

(We Buy, Sell or Trade)

THE THRIFT SHOP
Col. Thos. Ray Alford, Manager

MOUNTED ON YOUR CAR

125 E. State Line

Sears

S. Fulton, Tenn.

(At the stoplight on US 45-E, Martin Hiway)
COME SEE US.. . YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DM

Meal,IOSSUCK AND-CO.

Catalog Sales Office
South Fulton, Tenn.

Free Delivery
Phone 479-3369
Open 9: am to 6: pm
Mon. - Sat.

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Excellent performance in an economically priced file. This lila is equipped
with a triple-tied full-suspension cradle with ten smooth, quiet nylon
/
2". with 25 inches of inside filing space per
rollers. Outside depth 261
drawer. Five vertical supports provide a solid supporting frame, and the
base is equipped with corner torque plates for added stability. Thumb
latch is standard.

0
*est.

Reg Price $79.50
This Week
eiwe

$67.50
hena

"•zw-

r

Reg. Price $159.50
This Week

Most Popular of
all units forigeneral use is this
30"x60" Double
Pedestal Desk
with a woodgrain top.

THE OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

by spring we should be ready to
start construction," Tripp said.
The building is now owned by
Nathan Wade and is available
for $12,000. Other property considered in the city hall construction site includes a service station, Smallman Tin Shop, end
Happy's Liquor Store, all estimated by the commission to
cost about $50,000. Consideration
was also given to eventually acquiring the Kentucky Motor Co.
building.
"Before too long we're going
to have a new fire truck in our
back yard," Tripp told the commission. "We need to be moving."
In separate action, City ManMAYFIELD, Ky.,
proceedings against the trio ager David Peace presenteu a
A section of Kentucky's Consti- pending a hearing on a writ of proposal for housing the new
truck due to arrive Oct. 26 with
tution prescribing the qualifica- prohibition.
The petitirmers point out that the present truck and the amtions for county judges was chalpolice court judges in First Class bulance in a building across the
lenged in a civil action bled here cities in Kentucky must have street from First Christian
today in Graves Circuit Court. • practiced law for eight years, Church.
Petitioners in the action are while laymen can serve as coun- CommiNbers protested the
amount dMent required, $200
listed as Wayne Waggoner, Joe'ty judges.
Sullivan and Matty Meyer, while, They contend Section 100 of a month, and suggested further
1:ounty Judge Gurvis "Dick" the Constitution of Kentucky is investigation, particularly reCastleman is listed as the re- unconstitutional in that in setting garding use of the vacant Cocaspondent.
the qualifications of county Cola building.
The action is the outgrowth of judges it denies equal protection
a recent raid on the Eagles Club under the law to those who are
GO TO CHURCH
here by local authorities in which tried for crime in County QuarWaggoner. Sullivan and Meyer terly Courts by judges, such as
were charged with violation of Castleman, who are untrained in
local option laws.
the law.
Circuit Judge Seth T. Boaz, The action was filed on behalf
Jr., issued a temporary restrain- of the petitioners by attorneys
ing order prohibiting the Graves Wayne Freeman and Charles
Quarterly Court from further Chaney, both of Mayfield.
FULTON, Ky. - In another
step toward construction of a
new city hall complex, members
of the Fulton City Commission
have voted to purchase the old
"opera" building on Main
Street. it firm options can be
obtained on other property in
the area.
Action was taken at the insistence of Mayor Nelson Tripp.
"If we buy the building now
and go ahead with demolition,

Qualifications For
Judges Challenged

MIKE BUTTS
HICKMAN 236-2726
FULTON 472-1600
209 COMMERCIAL AVENUE

HAVE YOU BEEN IN the old Main Street
Barber Shop in Fulton since it has had a face
lift?? Now completely changed for your comfort and sanitation.
New equipment and good grooming go
hand in hand at
TAYLOR'S MAIN STREET BARBER SHOP
This shop works by appointment or walk-in.
1 For appointment call 472-1648. Closed Wed.

'

'

Noble Taylor, Owner

Consumer Buying Course
Part Of MSU Night Fare
MURRAY, Ky.-A new, eve- ningham, Dwain Taylor, Sid
fling course in "Consumer Easley, Don Jones, Don Tucker
Economics" will be offered this and Steve Yarborough.
tali at Murray State University,
Dr. Howard Giles, chairman of
the Department of Economics,
has announced.
Nous Tina
ee
The course, to be offered each
Tuesday from 6 until 9 is open
to students enrolled at the university, as well as residents of
West Kentucky and the surrounding area, either on a credit
or an audit basis.
With the evolution of the conTRUED 1
sumer movement of the last 10
years, it was felt that such a
course would be helpful to conWhelels Balanced
sumers, either as individuals or
as family units, to gain the
basic buying information need- WHEELS ALIGNED1
ed in making buying decisions
necessary to achieve the best
lifestyle available on the particular income, department ofW. State Line
ficials said.
B. Fear - nu 470-2141
Moat experts in the field contend that most spending units r1,411"/4/511
41P111111111
/
411'41KIVAVAIPSIIPAPW411
,
41
,
411.411
,
41.11
,
,
419WAVAPSIMIKAPidgandrA/41
41PAKIrderIAISIndr.11,51
,
,
1
would increase their satisfactions by a minimum of 10 per
cent by just knowing about, and 0
abiding by, the basic rules of 0
the "consumption game," Dr. I
Giles pointed out.
The course, directed by W. L. 4
Pinkston, an associate professor in the department, also will
Include participation from a
number of prominent Murray II
businessmen who will give brief
3 FABRIC RADIAL PLIES
talks and answer questions
What they are: Three plies of fabric run straight
about their specialized fields.
across the tread from bead to bead at a 90-degree
Among these are Z. C. Enix,
angle
Joe Pat Ward, A. W. Simmons, 0
Jr., Don Henry, W. A. CunHow they work. Cords are parallel and permit
maximum flexing without sawing or grinding.
MOST TIRES RADIALS
THREE
AKRON, Ohio - Rubber ex
Benefits: Tire runs cooler. sidewalls flex when
STEEL
perts predict that by 1976 seven
'weeping into high speed turns allowing tread to
BELTS
stay flat on the road for maximum road contact.
ty per cent of all new cars will h
•Itlas‘%
be equipped with radial tires.
/.,,/
4':
Tread: Improved tread design reduces harsh side.
Improves Wear
HREE
Open 7:15 PM.
RADIAL
PUE
PLY PUNCTURE PENETRATION PROTECTION

VANTED1
Wm

man

I

City Tire Co.
ill

RADIAL"STEEL"

BRIDGESTONE

2
2
2

STONE
49[21E0

RD-170V

The 3-Ply "steel" belt plus three radial sidewall
plies offer as full plies of steel/fabric protection
in the tread, reducing the possibility of puncture
flats.

472-1

Fri. - Sat.- Sun.
Two Big Family Treats!
- Saturday Matinee Box Office Opens
1:30 P. M.

TOGETHER...
they risked everything for
a no'count
hound!

Tire with cross-section up to Inc have
3 steel belts and 2 fabric body plies.

113)

Tire with cross-section 195 and up have
3 steel belts and 3 fabric body plies•

Tubeless liner especially compounded with antiozonants provides•virtually air-tight container.

What it is Made of heavy steel cord, the 3 ply
belt girdles the circumference of the tire under the
tread
How it works: It holds the tread rigid, firm, and
flat on the road surface, reducing treed "cuff,
squirm or scrub that literally "grinds" tread rubber.

WALTDISNEYpRoounatr

The

mileage; improved fuel economy - reduces power loss - more miles per gallon greatly improved traction on wet or dry reeds.

Benefits, - Better

%
%
/BWICAUN' D.o.

IA)

NEW RUBBER LINER
3 PLY STEEL BREAKER

"Two locations to serve you"
SEE OR CALL

previous year. The United Kin.
dons Is the largest supplier, for
States.
DUBLIN - Ireland's hop Im- lowed by the United
brewing industry is
ports during the 1970-71 961900 Ireland's
dependent on imports
came to 3.2 million pounds. /•eavily
extract.
compared with 2.5 million the for its hops and bop

New City Hall Site

$125.00
.".4.1.9
semlelewhodwwww9400NNO"kellwens"
0 900.1440.
"
s
I
oW46.
"
"
*.W.
"

Ireland's Breweries
Import More Hops

Fulton'Opera'May Be

RESULTS
Square shoulders, wider tread, bellied sidewells and
narrow pinstripe - plenty of GO with complete
confidence
WARRANTY - 40,000 MILE
AVAILABILITY
Small as 145 SR 12 through 225 SR 15

%
%

The5acAYI _1 k

SCATES TIRE SERVICE,Inc.1

'FULTON

KY

COMPLETE TIRE SERVICE

62-3931

.
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A LOWER TAPE TOTAL IS WHAT YOU WAN

Fulton, Ky.

4

•

;

3

3

71*

AM"

.40Y•
...MA.

I •••••• I

Table Napkin...3.1415c

NORTHERN

7 OZ.
CAN

DEODORANT

GUARD

RIGHT

WITH
COUPON
BELOW

Pill

Punch Detergent
1.111111
Detergent
IEVENASES
OZ. WRETCH
11Ahoy
Flavor-Fresh

PIE-PINED..

Panty Hose
3113111111111
Northern Tissues
MM.
Scotties Tissues

MILAN

111 NWT
Close-Up Toothpaste
LIP SPECIAL 2 SIZES FIT ALL:

6

4

59c

29c

us.5_

3

49c

PAIN
4 CT.
:011:5.*100
Hat $11 09
OTL.T.
Fil

Idly.59c

CHECK A&P WE0 PRICES
AGAINST ANY OTHER STORE
1.11111

ot. •

4.0

••••••••11

LIP

VISITABLE

ANN ME
3 LI.

insTAKT

•

Ii
24 Wle

LI.' go
migp

is ei.

.
49
2111Z.
STA.
Barbecue Sauce."' $1. 69
OAR
Shortening
Dexo
Fl. STILE SI
5
11115 100
Beans
Green
Cut
1115%
COLOMBIAN
COFFEE
4.
2.

8410Z.
BOX

/09

IOXYDOL

MUSIAT AMERICAN SOUP
GLAD
11:. no OR
.:28c
"
HROOM
SPECIAL LOW PRICE!
TRASH BAGS
LOW CAL00111 O04 anaAr /on PICAMI SOUP
LIPTON
2I4
ICE TEA MIX ....
s Oa. .1s, U M
WL IT PEA
ALP
LiMoN FLAVORED
M Oa. $1 II
I
a*
FOLGER-11 COF FEE
ICE TEA MIX
LaIRRO
$1.21e
11. 94 ,r..IVEV-;c1,10%;
'
WESSON OIL
"1
MOPE
Re FRESEREG
MSL
5
'
1
KRAFT PAR KAY
HAWAIIAN PUNCH
ON
LIQUID
ill•
2
PINESOL
GREAT AMERICA* SOUP
.4.
1.2••
*4111":3N.
VEGETABLE
GREAT ANNERICAN ORR
28
trLIZITER TAFFY
SEAN

FLAvonao

Ili

LAUNDRY
i DETERGENT

EACH

25' OFF LABEL

e•1I
I

3 oo. $.1 00
IOU"
5 $.1 00

PINEAPPLE

AMPS OWN

3 .0.900

PEACHES

ASP YELLOW CLING

, E. • Am
• 14, •S.,..E1,sn'•• •• Es."k%.LEEt••• Et...

sat

SKIERS COFFEE
Alk• WED Nana
Chml oak
Aug 26
ON•N RIM ma
EAR Reimmt esupaR LAIR am

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A I LB. CAN OF

WORM 16°

Tills COUPON

384

LAUNDRY BLEACH

GAL.
BTL.

34:A:$100

YOUR
CHOICE!

White Corn 5z::$1 0°

TEXIZE

Cr. Style

LIP ON PONE OF ILLINOIS

Tomato Juice

PLASTIC ADHESIVE BANDAGES

BUFFERED ASPIRIN

TOOTHPASTE

MOUTHWASH

ASPIRIN

HAIR SPRAY

SHAVE CREAM

A&P WE0 HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS/10

AAP

:

*
a1010

m

111 Ox.39g

Demi

MACH

CLOROX

BPEI TIIIISI4/89s
KLEENEX
FACIAL
TISSUE
MAXWELL
HOUSE
CAN 92
COFFEE "a
c

FIWT
NMKS
VAN CAMPS er:::

--28C
..35C

GRELAUITM 13°11C

usnEs 'ME
I0-

22c

riAARITI4
TISSUE POD 35c'
GREEN GIANT
MBLETS„oz
cus —

TOE istr 7cc
KUM d

6
Dial Bar Soap. ...;:r"..576

%Off LABEL

48,

MSC° 75C
SINTERING

Nisi-Ravioli

CHIFilOYARITIEE

Frezee

CHEFJOY ARDEE

Owe!

MINED L.f.z
BABY FOOD V
CAMPBFILS
pc
TOMATO ..z
CAN
SOW
PEIYEETA
NEESE I
MAI
NACU

QC

MUM LOW PRICES

MINS um my Sat Aug 26
NEU II NOME TRUE

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES

AP

IF A LOWER TAPE TOTAL IS WHAT YOU WANT ..

livArawArAv..randrAvAr.r.wmArmar.drArrnmArArApw,dr.dr.wArArmAndrArmwdrivma

;

3=
▪
1C1
13

•

0 CA

p•

I

7

LB

Fr T

6

6

1

5 8::
- LATIN „
SSERTS

ANN PAGE

SULTANA

Orange Juice
Pot Pies

Alhl FROZEN

Jiffy Frozen Meats

GRAVY B BEEF-GRAVY B TURKEY BEEF STEW VEAL PARSSAGIANA

-Q.

(r)

No.eo-AGRAPES

THOMPSON
SEEDLESS

1, ‘4
44

POTATOES

49

LB.

12 PCS.
TOTAL

3 far 25c
GREEN PEPPERS

•

TIINA
FLAKES
3.

39

REG. OR CRINKLE CUT

A&P FROZEN

,•• ••••'•

CANS

NC

maw,

POTATO CHIPS

9 Si.

PACK

TWIN

•••

JANE PARKER

• I It ‘.

NIT

Hes
II I.

`Mr

• rz

*

SS

LI

JARS

is oz.

TITIAN

A1VERTISEI PRICE!!!

3 $1

THIS WILL ENABLE YOU TO PURCHASE
THE ITEM AT A LATER DATE AT THE

"RAIN CHECK"

If Ever You Can't Find
An Advertised Item, Ask
The Manager For A ...

$1'

5 FN 511*

Lb

tr•

MARVEL
APPLE-BASE
JELLIES
• utttia•Atti".UttuUtt*.t.w. •

3

2 LB.
BAG

t" FRENCH FRIES

Ilk

1SULTANA

$1 29
OTC
INea
1PIES•
OZ. $1 00

9119

•-

WIlkaZgfe.

OMICITPROVE

k

BARTLETT PEARS

24 25c
FRESH CARROTS

EXCEL NIXED NUTS..

YELLOW S011151
SIMI 25

um

PASCAL CELERY

AP

I

4

0,<" 41.PC443.1%

Y" •

Use Parker

LYES.

29 OZ.

•*

Prot
ieti

*
•.0

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES

AP

78 ...49
10
BLABi

FRESH FRYER PARTS

Nt.%41711
CHICKEN

°N\

Honeydew JUNII0
Melons 4 SIZE

LB.
BAG

20

71.

OORELEIS RORIE EN %OR
PORK LOIN
SONELESII OR
BUTTERFLY PORK CHOPS
111111.81.**
SONSLETS
PORK CHOPS
LIE Om ...Ulf
MOO FROZEN
WHITING
ELDORADO
SHRIMP

Super-Right laef Freaks

.
S 11
14b'

Lb. 1111*

'
3;t, 79

1.b. 59'
Lb 511'

LB.

ROUND WHITE

JUST.RITI
BOLOGNA
MAJC. MoNLES•
WIENERS
INDS 1 Piaci"
BACON
TIMMY
CUBE WEAK
INNINNIA
SIX= BACON

0.11.1. 1113PESTU W11111.3

COMPARE OUR MEAT QUALITY,
TRIM AND SELECTION, TOO
Ethatew hies.

Fx

CT .1 fij

p

2
0

ZL6I 'tZ

ESH
STEAK HAMiUGIDGER HAM

U. S. CHOICE SIRLOIN

Fulton, Ky.
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SOUTHERN BELLE

99c
9

LB.

ORK

59c

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PORK

Lb. 79c

STEAK
RAG

Lb. 59c

Lb. 59c

LIVER

PORK

LB.

89c

BOSTON BUTTS

Lb. 69c

SHOULDERS

Lb. 79c

Lb. 89c

CUTLETS

BARBECUE

BARBECUE

SANDWICHES

5 Far

Lb. 69c

CHICKENS

$1.
00

COUNTRY
I FAT BACK

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PORK

BARBECUE — SMOKED

i BOLOGNA

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SEMI BONELESS

BARBECUE

Lb. 29c
Lb. 59c

HAM HOCK

BACON
IREELFOOT SLICED

LB.

PATTIES

PLUS
QUALITY
TAMP

89'

DUNN'S
BEEF
CHUCK WAGON
VEAL, PORK
SAUSAGE

10 FOR

HAMBURGERS

$1-00

I PORK

$1.49

Lb

FRANKS

12 OZ. PKG.

99'

5 For

REELFOOT

59'

HOT DOG BRAND

BURNDIGE
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

2 - Lb. _ _ S1.58

CHECK AND COMPARE OUR MEAT PRICES,
E. W. JAMES & SONS SELLS FOR LESS
GIANT SIZE

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

BOLD
39c

46-oz.

IVORY
79'
LIQUID

GODCHAUX

8 Cans _ _ $1.00

5 Lb.Rag

69c

10 JARS

PEAS

303

39'
46-oz.

39c

89c

GATORADE

I

.r

JOY

PKG

49

ALLEN'S — 303 SIZE

FRUIT COCKTAIL

3 Cans

$1.00

TOMATOES

5 Cans

$1.00

/
4

STOKLEY'S

NESTEA
$1 9

TOMATO ,
201
°Z
CATSUP

Aft OZ.
JAR

BOTTLE

Quart

_

59c

VIEtAild
SAUSAGE 5 oz

"ANS

BOY
01-= JACK

E. W. JAMES

CLEANER

69c

28-oz.

TEA

8-oz.

59c

I
35%

VAN CAMP WHITE

OUR FAVORITE CUT

8 CANS

A

CHRIS& PITTS

1

BARBECUE SAUCE

COKES &

HILO

DR. PEPPER
32-oz

303 SIZE

$1°

IIIIII".
300 SIZE

ASSORTED FLAVORS

GREEN BEANS

HOMINY

$1

0
0

PKG.

6 CANS

TETLEY

BUSH'S
14-oz. _ _ 29c

3 OZ.

BEAN '
POT
'
BEANS

FRESH SHELLED

5 Cans _ $1.00

PURPLE HULL

TEA BAGS

4 For

99
Plus Diposit

HYDE PARK
48-size

59c

KENTUCKY WONDER POLE

BREAD

16-oz.

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

19c

IpOTAT0Es 15,PEAS 494 BEANS 39
APPLES 19'1
1
WE ACCEPT
PE.W.JA ES M. SONS./` U. S. GOVERNMENT
NEW CROP

SWEET

LB.

LB.

1

.... time for school
girls to renew old fri•
were enjoying a super
the things you'll need
please mom and dad,

PERMANENT PR

$

LYSOL

SALAD DRESSING

39c

32-oz.

DISHWASHING LIQUID

STOKELY'S — 303 SIZE
$1.00

MIRACLE WHIP

STOIC ELY'S

3 For

DUNCAN HINES

100% INSTANT TEA

DRINK

TOMATO JUICE

STOIC ELY'S

PEARS

CAKE MIX

89

5 Cans

4-Sieve

PING OR PONG
CAN

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

HEINZ
STRAINED

STOKLEY'S

46 OZ.

E. W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

BABY FOOD
SCHOOL DAY

SUGAR

REG. 89C

HART'S

CAT FOOD 303 Size

32 OZ.

1

PRODUCTS

KOZY KITTEN

ORANGE DRINK

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO
49 OZ. BOX

STOKE LY'S

I

WITH COUPON AT BOTTOM OF AD
AND ADDITIONAL $7.50 PURCHASE

LB

LB.

TUIS Al) IS GOOD ONLY AT E W. JAMES & SONS, SOUTH FULTON TENNESSEE

This ad good Thursday, August 24th thru Wednesday August 30th, 1972

WITH THIS

BOLD

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTTIES

COUPON

Giant Size

39c

And Additional $7.50 Purchase. Excluding

Milk and Tobacco Products. Limit 1 Coupon

Per Family.
E. W. James & Sons South Fulton, Tenn.
Offor Expirns Wednosday, August 30, 1972

8
0. \fit

p

"MAXI SAVINGS"

SUPERMARRET-Th

'

FOOD STAMPS

An Wool jock*, for early
frcot style with barracuda
and adjustable cuffs. Stale
Int. 544-1.-Xl. sizes.

LOOK IN!

Thursday, Aug. 24, 1972

Ky.

Page 6

:SS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

4...4
Lb. 89c

ETS

LIE

Lb. 69c

:ENS

UE

Lb. $1.49
SUPPLEMENT TO

SAUSAGE
1 • Lb. ___ 79c

Fulton
County News

Fulton, Ky.

DIGE
PL US
QUALITY
STAMPS

2.Lb. _ _ $1.58

DOUBLE
UALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY
39c

32-oz.
DISHWASHING LIQUID

J011

22 OZ.

i\‘

_ 303 SIZE
ATOES 5 Cans

$1.00 /
. . .. tem* for school bolls to ring . ... time for boys and
girls to renew old friendships and make new ones. While you
were enjoying a super summer, we've been busy accumulating
ices will
the things you'll need for th• new term. Our low
please mom and dad, tool

cANs
IENNA $1
SAUSAGE
ARMOUR

4

Terrific Value!

PERMANENT PRESS

BOYS'
JACKETS

5 °Z

for School!
Ladles'

65% Decree

IAMES

59c I

8-oz.

CO10ES &

.PEPPER

32-oe

Mons Short Sleeve

LB.

19

WE ACCEPT
F. S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

MA BLANKETS
Slight Irregulars

1

19c

Chatham
100% Dacron' Poly•ster

ash.*
Navy

Plus Di3posil

16-oz.

ppiEs

495

99

PARK

DEN DELICIOUS

Polyester.
35% Cotten

4 For

U. Sloe

An id•al jacket for *arty fall. Alp
frcnt style with barracuda collar
and adjustable cuffs. Stain repellent. 5-M-L-Xl. sista.
169 TM

Stock up
NOW ...

et Bettor Blankets
A special purchase of permanent
press shirts in regular or tapered
styles with spread or long point collars. 65% Dacron* polyester-35%
cotton in solid colors and neat patterns. Blue, brown, gold, green,
nary and red. S-M-1.-XL. •jj„,

100% Dacron* polyester with nylon
binding. High fashion solid Colors.
•Iv. TM

\>

NYLON MESN
PANTY NOSE
New Priced
at Only

2 $100
fashion
colors
d• beige, cof/
and suntan
,,,•s.
Slight ,-,/ ,,./
gulars. S-M-L , /

Ili

LOOK INSIDE FOR MORE BIG MONEY - SAVING VALUES!

,0111

100% NYLON
I SHADOW PANEL I

TRICOT SLIPS
4-Gore, All-Around
and Seam-to-Seam
Shadow Panel Styles

Machine Washable

NYLON TRICOT PAJAMAS
Full Cut for Sleeping Comfort ...
Proportioned to Fit
Machine washable nylon tricot
in assorted colors. Man-tailored
styles with long legs and short
sleeves. Contrasting trim around
collar and down the front. Sizes
32-40.

Non-Cling Nylon Tricot

100% Nylon
Tricot Knit

LOUNGING PAJAMAS

$ 99

Buttercup

Sims
32-44

•

NYLON
NO-IRON
TRICOT

RS
HALF SLIPS IN WHITE AND COLO
99

004,7_
_

Soft, light and so natural. Front elastic
insert for bettor fit and comfort. White
only in sizes 28AA-34AA and 30A36-A.

•*4,

'41!
.11

Plain and fanc
nylon satinet..

GOWNS AND PAJAMAS
Long slow. styles with ruffle and ribbon trio, on bodice. Orchid, soil.,
pink and blue. Pi sites 32-40 . .
gown sisos

$399

biflex

ir

CROSS BAND BRA

(t)

with Kodel• Polyester
Fiberfill Bust Cups
32A-36A
34C-40C

_•,.

Kne

32B-38B
36D-42D

$25°

$500
.6"

LADIES

0

na

.t.

Reg TM

99

Special, Broashod Nylon

pajamas
Man-tailored
with matching rob*. Attractive piping trim.
Choice of blue, pink, gold,
green and melon in sizes
S-M-L. *Reg. TM

SIZES

PV.Siabs 2X to SX

Full length gowns(S-M-1) and$
long leg, long sleeve pajamas
(32-40) Attractive prints

$8

$129

Azi.Virp

.r your figure with a
"Slim-Band" girdle,
bands flatten your
y . . . flatter your
line. Made of Lycra
.r net in white only.
-oncealed garters . .

GOWNS and PAJAMAS

00

BRA
Soft
Fl borfill
ust Cups

N Ion

Cotton Flannel

.. oven if you're going
as for as this dam

B.riflEexESA)tcBh

GUARANTEED
for COMFORT
AND FIT

141111111111 now

TRAVEL SET

panel. Nylon alencon
100% nylon tricot knit with shadow
stride and smooth
loco trim. Angular side rise for ease in
fit.

LANG
Made With LYCRA *
Spandex Power Net

"NO-I

100% CAPROLAN *

White nylon tricot slips
luxuriously trimmed with
lace and applique for added
beauty and elegance. Choice
of several styles.

ye
ialLINEfle
PANTIE GIRDLE

NYLOF
KNIE-I

of
The two-way pajama
non-cling nylon tricot. Use as a
gown or lounging pajamas. Long
legs and sleeves. Tunic top with self
sash. Contrasting trim at hem, neck,
legs and sleeves. Small, medium
and large.

99

• "SLIM
BAND"

Ova
heel
toll

Cerise

Anti-Static
Antron III Nylon

• ."

99

Blue

Sires
32-40

it

/

IND

One
STORIES

lavish us* of •lostic rounds, lifts and
s•porates .
comfortable non-curl
adjustable stretch strops. Nylon lace bust
cups ore gently padded with cloud-soft
Kod•I .poly•ststr•fib•rfill. All lycro
elastic bock. White only. •theg..Tm

Cable air
fit. Chow
once of I
to 6.
71.

NYLON

M•dium
and plain
assorted color
Sizes 6 to 11.

11°111111d
Sa
1
The very latest in fall
fashions for the school crowd
await your selection
in newest colors and fabrics.'

Sheer nylon mesh weave from toe
to waistband. Famous Spirit brand
in popular colors.
Outsize

NYLON PANTY NOSE NYLON PANTY NOSE
Regular $1.50

Quality nylon mesh with nud•
heel and toe. Newest colors for
fall rm.:. Spirit brand.

Regular $1.95

$166

Sprint brand nylon mesh in beige
and brown shades. X and XX

Permanent press polyester cotton blends, bonded acrylics and polyester
double knits in assorted solid colors, prints and plaids. Choose from
2-piece effects, A-lines, layered looks, low torso, jumper styles, nautical
looks with ric-rac, lace and button trims. Short and three-quarter length
sleeves.

LITTLE GIRLS'(1 to 3 Years) DRESSES
e 99
$499
go
Permanent press polyester-cotton blends in
solid colors, prints and plaids. A-line, low
torso, pleated skirt and jumper effects. Short
puffed sleeves. Pink, bIn., moiz• and mint.

se

The patented "no-bind" crotch
makes the difference. Choice of
white acetate or white cotton
sewed with nylon thread. Won't
ride or bind.

Girls' "Be Free"

LADIES' NYLON PANTIES
Plain and fancy bikini styles in white and colors 100%
nylon satinetse. Sizes 3 to 7.

flc

5

100% soft spun cotton bulky
knit. WOO, as triple cuffs,
lean socks, twisted and crew.
White only in sizes 6 to 11.

BRIEFS
Acetate Tricot
Combed Cotton
Dacron polyester-cotton
blends that never need
ironing. Pretty lace and eyelet
embroidery trims. Adjustable
shoulder strops.

Full length gowns with long sl
Warns cotton flannel with ruffle and lace
trim. Peter Pan collar. Sizes 4 to 14.

Cable and flat knits . . . all with the famous "stay-up"
fit. Choose from smart patterns. Hanes quality is your assurance of long wear. White and fashion colors in sizes 4
1
2; 10 to 11.
1
2; 6 to 7/
1
2; 8 to 9/
to 6../

NYLON KNEE HIGHS GIRLS' ANKLETS3 prs. GIRLS' CREW SOCKS
M•dium w•ight ribbed
and plain w•ar•s in
assorted colors and white.
Sizes 6 to 11.

79

By Beverly i..,.. 100%
."." "7/." with fim"-•
1 IOU
down tops Sizes 6 to 11.

Monis, quality somb•d
cotton or nylon. Stretch
sizes to fit 6 to 11.

2 prs
•

5115

Long leg, long sleeve style of worm
brushed nylon. Embroidery and vol
lase trim. Choice of three colors in
sizes 4 to 14.

P•rfect fitting briefs that
won't ride or bind. White only
in sizes 2 to 14.

Ties, strops, ghillie ties and pumps . . chose
from the styles
shown plus many others. Distinctive styling
with nov•Ity vamp treatments. Leathers,
suedes and krinkle patents. Sizes 5 to 10.

Style at left is a
moon tip. In sm
right is ghillie lo
black Versatan.
Sizes 6Y2 to 12.

BOYS' STY

Simulated front or
side lace styles
Your Choice

Sharp-lookong 4-eye
stitch and turn no
pore features with th
ing at mach high*
Block only in sibs
12 ID to 3D).

Plain toe style with hooks
and eyelets. 1/
3
4-inch
heels. Made of genuine
suede leather in tobacco
brown color. Inside zipper
for easy-on, easy-off.

Simulated side lace (shown)
and front loco styles al one
low price. .1%-inch heels
Black, white, red or navy
stretch vinyl. Inside zipper
for easy-on, easy-off.

Rrinkles, suede-look or smooth and grained materiols. Choose
from styles shown above . . and take the first step back
to school. 8,4 to 12; 12% to 4.
STYLE "A"
STYLE "II"
Simulated cap toe oxford
Two-strap pump in black
in black krinkle or ton
ornavygrained material.
suede-look/brown grain
$6.99
comb.
$4.99
STYLE "D"
STYLE "C"
Wing-tip oxford in black
Novelty tie in black
or brown with brushed
grained or brown smooth
insert.
materials.
$7.99
$7.99

Little Girls' Two-Tons
SCHOOL OXFORDS
Iwo - tone brown
groin
noyy/
co
ton brushed combination. Sizes Ski
to 8

Regular $1.99 values.
Choice of black or white
in sizes 5 to 10 and 81/1
to 3. Non-slip soles.

NI-tops and
block. Cruall
non-slip rub
3V2-6; 6V2-12.

Boys' Full Grain

GLOVE LEATHER
HARNESS BOOTS

SPECIAL!

METAL COVERED
FOOT LOCKER
Popular harness styling
with nylon "touch-0Foam" leg
linings.
Permonently
Jused,
flexible PVC outtoles.
Brandy color.

Style at left is a 3-eye oxford featuring a half
moon tip. In smart new tan shade. Style at
right is ghillie loop plain toe oxford in smooth
black Versatan. PVC soles insure long wear.
Sizes 6% to 12.

• Black
• Green
• Blue

MEN'S HARNESS BOOTS

.249,

Genuine cowhide loot and top. Nylon
"Touch-01.3m" leg lining. dRANDY
COLOR. & 10 !!.

BOYS' STYLE (same as left above) 3/2-6

V

$888

3-ply wood construction with rugged steel
exterior . . . baked enamel finish. Nickel
plated hardware and lock ... plastic handle.
Sturdy tray.

$8.99

Just in time for back-to-school. Get
three useful pieces for one
low price. Wide aluminum
valance, bumper binding.
Blue or green

MEN'S OXFORDS

$1599

Sharp-looking 4-eye ti• wi th
stitch ond turn vamo,
p C n
pore features with sh oes sellPig at much higher prices.
Block only in sixes
12 (13 to 3D1.

6y, to

Four-eye tie with cap toe.
brown
groin and
Black
grain combination or brown
grain and brown smooth
combinotion. Molded soles
and heels. 81
/
2-3.
/
2 12, 121

Men's Plain Toe

UTILITY SHOES
• Arch Support
• Cushion insoles
• teethe. Lined
For service station workers, stock
workers, warehouse men and students.
Comfortable and long wearing. Neoprene soles and heels. by. to 12 in
block only.

NN
America's
Favor-Het

BASKETBALL SHOES and OXFORDS
Heavy quality cotton duck in block or white. Choice
Hi-tops and oxfords in white or
black. Quality duck uppers . . .
non-slip rubber sole,. Sizes 10-3;
31/46;64-12.

of oxford and hi-tops at one low price. Double lined.
Be ready for gymnasium activities with the best ..
buy CONVERSE! Sizes 5 to 12.

Special! Save '809
Soft Vol-Suede

PANT COATS
Warm Quilted Lining for
Cold Weather Comfort
Regular 18"

Double breasted style with contrasting collar
and pocket flaps. Button trim . . side seam
pockets . . . half belt. Rayon pile laminated
to foam rubber . . . . acetate taffeta lining.
Beige and brown or gray and black combinations. Sizes 8 to 16.

Ladies' Veltail

PANT COATS
Rayon Pile

Double breasted, demi-fitted sty* with threequarter contour belt. Trimmed with 14 brass
colored metal buttons . . . tab cuffs. Brown
or maroon in sizes 10 to 16.

Special! Polyester-Cotton

ALL PURPOSE COAT
Regular '26" Values

Single breasted style with novelty
buckle trimmed gun flaps and pockets. Permanent press blend of Fortrel polyester and cotton . . . .
nylon lining. Navy, avocado and
brown. Sizes 8 to 18.

Little Girls'

ACRYLIC PILE
COAT-HAT SET
with Warm
Quilted Lining

Regular $17.99 value. Double breasted style with contrasting cuffs and hemlino.
Matching hat has quilted
lining, too. Honey and brown
or navy and red combinations. Sizes 2 to 4.

Choose from five popular styles imclud
above. Singh& and double breasted
pile cancan. Choose from laminated die
plssids and *anneal tweeds. Colors intl
gray, cam,' and oatmeal. Sires 10 to
to 221/2.

12

SPECIAL MICHAS
Orlon - Acrylic

PANT COATS
Choice of Four Styles at
One Low Price
COMPARE $
AT $29"
BUY AT
Belted and unbelted styles in light and dark colors. Come in
today and select one of these good looking coats at a special
low price.
STYLI "A"—Grooved Orlon• acrylic pile with taffeta lining, set-in
slew., and side main pockets. Self tie bolt. Beige and whit*.
Sixes 8 to 16

19

STYLI .̀11"—Grooved Orlon• acrylic pile. Double breasted with patch
pockets, half belt, notched collar and set-in sleeves. Ileig• and white. $1
8 to 16.

9

STYLI "C"—Orlor• acrylic simulated seal Captain's coat with notched..
collar and self belt with round metal buckle. Patch pockets. Taffeta lining I
.I
Black, brown, navy and spice
to 18

V

STYLI `13"—Orlon•acrylic simulated seal in black, brown, navy and
spice. Double breasted with Edwardian collar, belted back and taffeta I'
lining. Flop pockets. 16/
1
2 to 241
/
2 and 8 to 18
• Dupont TM

Ladies' Thick 'n Thin Corduroy

Purch
Group o
LED and UNTRININ1

ITER .COA
mpare at'25" Each

ON LOW PRICE

88

f
popular sryief iircluding the four shown
le and double breasted models with or without
choose from laminated diagonals, box plaid*,
*Weal tweeds. Colon Jaded, red, white-black,
1
2
and oatmeal. Sizes 10 to ills half dzes 16/

PANT
COAT
'16" Value

$1288
Double breasted Captain's coat with patch p«kets and self b•It with
round mistral buckle.
Warns quilt•d lining.
Choic• of brown, gold
ond antelope in sizes 10
to 18 and 38 to MI.

Buy on
Layaway.

a—

•••••••••••

"VELURA"

CANNON

SCHIFFLI EMBROIDERED
TOWEL ENSEMBLE
White and Solid Colors
$199
BATH TOWELS
GUEST TOWELS

$129

WASH CLOTHS . . . . 59c
Lovely gift for any home. Matching bath towels,
guest towels and wash cloths in white, green, gold,
blue and rose with schiffIl embroidered applique
trim. Soft, luxurious Velura finish terry.

Si01=6

Enjoy The Lasting
Beauty and Easy

TN

Care of
,„„,,,,,

FIBERGLAS
GLASS
DRAPERIES
44 x 84- INCHES

Special! Large Size

AM
LO
The richl
thousan
for nigh
and dry

BATH
TOWELS

c

7

Fancy Tick

Good selection of solid
colors and jacquard
weaves.
Slight
irregulars.

ALLERGY-FREE PILLOWS
with Dacron•
Polyester Fill $299
Enjoy th• comfort and
of Dacron polyester filled cal
lows at a low, low price.

Draperies of Fiberglas are all
fashion, all pleasure with none
of the work or bother you
encounter with other draperies.
They're washable, need no ironing. They're fireproof, Shrink
proof and sun safe. Made with
eight 2-finger phaats to the pair.
White, green, blue, rose and
gold.

100% Textured Polyester

DOUBLE KNIT
FABRICS
Large Color
Selection

New
Textured
Weaves

Solid Colors and
Fancy Knits
$388
yd

NO-IRON FLAT OR FITTED SHEETS
Snow White Cottn-Polyester Moslins

72x104-Inch
Flat or
Twin Fitted ...

79

81x104-Inch
Flat or
Double Fitted ...

A blend of 50% selected American cotton
and 50% polyester stays wrinkle
never needs ironing. Pre-shrunk for
permanent fit. Flat or fitted
styles for twin or double beds.
42:36-inch Matching Pillow Cases ...$1.6
9 pr.

Machine washable double knits that
are so easy to care for because they
never wrinkle and never need ironing. Need no lining either. Choice
of solid colors in ribbed textures,
diagonal weaves and basket
weaves or fancy jacquard designs.
Exciting new fall colors. In two
popular priced groups. 58-60
inches wide.

CANNON Monticello NO-IRON SHEETS
In Solid Colors, Stripes and

36-INCH COTTON PRINTS AND SOLIDS

Flat or fitted styles for double beds in assorted colors to match
or coordinate. Easy to care for . never mired ironing. 81004
flat or double fitted. Solids, stripes and florals in blue, bronze
and pink.

Nice selection of solid colors and floral prints for dresses,
curtains, quilts and aprons. Every yard guaranteed color
fast. Buy your needs now.

FloraIs

$

Matching Pillow Cases ....t2•• pr.

99

49c

50% Kod
Avril with
fill ... I
Washable

Special! Colonial Style

.
V

THERMAL BEDSPREA
Doubles as a Comfortable
Thermal Blanket at Night

AMAZINGLY
LOW PRICED

'LIES

HES

The richly authentic pattern captures the spirit of colon:al days while
thousands of tiny air cells trap air and create thermal insulation
for nighttime comfort. Made of 100% cotton ... it's machine washable
and dryable. Ideal for all season use. Full bed size.
AVOCADO
GOLD
TANGERINE
WHITE

PERNA PRESS QUILTED SPREADS
LLU

Good Selection of

as are all
with non.
,th•r you
draperies.
ed no iroof, Shrink
Mod* with
o the pair
ros• and

rester

[NIT

Dior
on

19
yd.

>rs and
(nits

38
yd.

louble knits that
or because they
ever need ironeither. Choice
ibbed textures,
s and basket
guard designs.
colors. In two
iroups. 58-60

KIDS

ttftbilt!

REVERSIBLE PATCHWORK PATTERNED
FULL SIZE QUILTS

Decorator Colors

,

50% Rods! polyester-50%
Avril with 100% polyester fiber- I
100% Reemay backing.
fill .
Washable .. . needs no ironing.

TOUR CHOICE

Good selection of patterns
and colors. Round and ruffled
edges. Slight irregulars.

Reg TM

SELECT BLANKETS NOW! SOLIDS, THERMALS, PRINTS
"Rose Elegante"

EXTRA VALUE!

FOR ALL SEASONS!

100% TEMPO
ACRYLIC
PRINTED
BLANKET
by

3orthfa,.

PRICED AT ONLY

$
0
99
The eternal beauty of the rose
beautifully screenprinted on a
warm, serviceable blanket of 100%
Tempo acrylic fibers. Nylon binding. Non-allergenic, ideal for
allergy sufterers. Machine
washable. Gold, lilac and pink
prints on white. 72x90 inches.

Chatham "Avon"
FIBERWOVEN-FIBERFIXED
SOLID COLOR

BLANKETS
$599
A warm blended blanket in beautiful shades of blue, green, white,
rose and gold. Washable, allergy
free and moth proof. 100% nylon
binding. 72x90 inches.

The Chatham
"AVONAIRE"

THERMAL
BLANKETS
Cellular weave of 100% Purrey
polyester fibers is ideal for all season use. 100% nylon binding is
guaranteed for the life of the
blanket. Blue, green, gold, rose
and white. 72x90 inches.

Ladies' Fall

SPORTSWEAR

if

POLYESTER
DOUBLE
KNIT
New styles for fall in bright fall-inspired
colors. Come, choose today.

PANT
SUITS

Pull-on
Styles

Regular

Elasticized waist band
. stitched crease
Double knit stretch nylon in newest fashion
colors.

$30 Values

TURTLE BAX JEANS, PANTS
$699 $899
Assorted solids, plaids and novelty fabrics
Choose from many styles.

Solid cokr sleeveless pullover tops 'Ise dotted long
sht•••• shirt and matching
ponts Machine washable
and n••ds no ironing.
Choice of brown-whit•
and red-white combinations. Sizes 8 to 18.

Select from permanently pressed cottons and
smartly styled knits in assorted colors. SIVIPS
10 to 20.

Ladies'

PRINTED
POLYESTER
PANT TOPS

100% Cethitn
KNIT
PANT
SUIT

DOUBLE
KNIT
SLACKS
Values to s20°°,
if perfect

HAN

10

Jewel and Mock

Soft whits
borders.
fee.

Turtle Necklines

Wag sleeve styles with
assorted novelty screen
',listed designs. Pretty
color combinations on
white. Small, medium
and large sizes.

Men's
Whit4

Singl• and double
breasted styles with
convertible cop Wool
blend plaids in
assort•d blue and
brown tones. Warm
quilted lining. Sizes 2
to 4

Short sleeve pull-over
top with woven posterns .. solid color
pull-on pants with
elasticized waist. 9 to
II months.

Regular'299'TEEN BAGS

CARDIGAN
STYLES and
EXTRA SIZES

100% polyester double knit
slacks at an unbelievable price.
Choose from tapered and flare
log styles in solids, small designs
and novelty textures. Continental styles or conventional styles
with wid• belt loops. Western
and dress style pockets. Ban-roll
waistband. Navy, brown, green,
tan, rod and grey. Sizes 29 to
42.

CHILDREN'S HANDBAGS
AND SHOULDER BAGS
Rogular
$1.29
Values ..

Grained vinyl with novelty
nailhecid
strop closing . .
trim. Expresso, brown, navy
ond red.

00

Choice of six styles.
Grained vinyl in black,
red, expresso, brown,
green and navy.

Compare Our Prices on

MEN'S JACKETS

65 P,p0
op • .P1

... before you buy!
Quilted Jackets

Norfolk Coats

Bush Coats

Snorkel Jackets

$1695h, $2295

We've a wide choice of popular styles, fabrics and colors . . . all
warmly lined for cold-weather comfort. But remember to see us before
the money you save will be your own.
you buy
STYLE "A"—RIBLESS CORDUROY BUSH COAT
double 0-ring trim 31-inch length with
Wide collar and lap•Is
full pile lining. Camel and green Sizes 3610 46

'2295

STYLE "B"—HEAVY NYLON SNORKEL JACKET
Heavy weight nylon flight satin with attached wolf-trimmed, pile-lined
hood Heavy duty zipper. Navy and green with safety orong• lining. $2295
36 to 46.

STYLE "C"—FUR COLLARED NORFOLK COAT

5
59
$

Mad• of deep rib, wid• wale corduroy with deep pile collar and full $1 9$5
pile. lining. Cornhusk and pecan in sizes 361n 46.

STYLE "D"—PILE LINED QUILTED JACKET
70-denier nylon taffeta with full pile lining. Tuck-in hood. Zippered $1 6$5
pockets. Navy with orong• trite.

Zippered front .... adjustable button tuffs
65% Dacron polyester-35% cotton fabrics
needs no ironing. Son•, gold, blu• and
brown In small, medium, lorg• and extra
larg• sizes.

Men's

Special Purchase!

BLE
IT
CKS
to 520",

Men's Short Sleeve

DRESS SHIRTS
No-Iron Blends of
Men's
White

10

•r double knit
silievable price.
pored and flare
ds, small designs
tures. Confinersventionol styles
loops. Western
ockets. Ban-roll
, brown, green,
risy. Sixes 29 to

Polyester and Cotton

CREW SOCKS

HANDKERCHIEFS

rfect
00

Men's

3

for $100

Soft white cotton with h•mstiffhed
borders. Would bit 15. each, if perfoci.

pr.

75% Orlon acrylic-25% nylon in
black, white and assorted colors. 1013.

Men's Hanes

• Boxer Shorts
• Briefs
• 1-Shirts
• Athletic Shirts

Smooth finish cowhide in white, block
or brown. 28 to 42.

WESTERN
If INNERS 2for

TOUR CHOICE

FOR MEN

The 'Way Out West" look Is very
"IN". Choose today and feel "Toll
In the Saddle".
4-Ounce Denim
1
/
13

ANDIAGS
ER BAGS

$100
of six styles.
vinyl in block,
.resso, brown,
d navy.

WESTERN JACKETS
Favored by
Mon Everywhere

Unlined with snap front, two
snap-flap chest pockets and
two lower slosh pockets. Blu•
denim in sizes 36 to 46

$595

Men's Flare Leg
and
cut
Correctly
made of qualify ma
terials lot good
and long wear Smog,
medium and large

Volvos up to $4.95are
included in this group
of sale priced shirts.
Regular and tapered
styles in solids, stripes
and nov•Ity prints
Long point and spread
collars. Whit*, bluie,
green, gold, red,
navy and tan. Sizes 14
to 17.

DENIM PANTS
4-ounce blu• $495
/
H•avy 133
denim . . . riveted at front
pocket cornea. 2$ to II.

Men's Long Sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS

$495

P•rmanent
Press

fabrics .. .
Long point and spread collar styles
in easy-care polyester-cotton
blends. Choose from solids, stripes
and fancy patterns in.shades of
navy, burgundy, brown, green,
gold and red. S-M-L-XL.

WESTERN WEAR
Choose your western wear here.
Tough and rugged for active boys.

UNLINED WESTERN JACKETS
Sanforizod 13%-ounce donion with $
coop front Two snap-fkap chest p.Inas, on• pencil pocket ond two slosh
pockets. 6 to IS

95

FLARE-LEG WESTERN JEANS
Heavy 13%-ounce coors• M•47.111blu• $399
denim. Wostern styling Sanforised.
Sizes 6 to IS.

Soft white cotton briefs and
T-shirts . . . well mad• for
comfortable fit.

50% polyostor-50% cotton
fabric is pornsonently pressed
. . . never nisod• ironing.
Assorted colon in stripes and
solids. Regulars in sizes 6 to
IS. slims in sizes 6 to 16.

Ribbed crow aylos in popular colon
including block, green, navy, maize,
blue and white. 75% 01100 acrylk25% nylon. Stretch sizes, 6 to 11

Special! Boys' No-Iron

SNORT SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS

Tapered styles with long point or spread collars. No-iron fabric
is blended of 65% polyester-35% cotton. Assorted solids and
novelty patterns in blue, gold, green, brown and red. Sizes
6 to 18.

Look! Boys 100% Polyester

DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
to cornfortablo
So neat looking
to weor, too. They're ideal for school
or dross. Choose from solid colon and
mita, patterns in navy, brown and
wino. flared logs, wide bolt loops.
Sizes 8 to 13.

